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Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage
Nomination of Cultural Property for Inscription on the World Heritage List: China

Executive Summary 

State Party The People's Republic of China
State, Province 
or Region

Yongding County, Nanjing County and Hua'an County in Fujian Province

Name of 
Property

Fujian Tulou

Geographical 
coordinates 
to the nearest 
second

No. Name Location    Center Point 
North Latitude

 Coordinates
East Longitude

Fujian 
Tulou -�

Chuxi Tulou 
Cluster

Chuxi Village, 
Xiayang Town, 
Yongding County

24°33′03″ 116°54′01″

Fujian 
Tulou -2

Hongkeng Tulou 
Cluster

Hongkeng Village,
Hukeng Town, 
Yongding County

24°40′37″ 116°58′22″

Fujian 
Tulou -3

Gaobei Tulou 
Cluster

Gaobei Village,
Gaotou Town, 
Yongding County 

24°39′49″ 117°00′13″

Fujian 
Tulou -4

Yanxiang Lou Xinnan Village,
Hukeng Town, 
Yongding County 

24°36′33″ 116°58′12″

Fujian 
Tulou -5

Zhenfu Lou Xipian Village, 
Hukeng Town, 
Yongding County

24°38′06″ 116°56′59″

Fujian 
Tulou -6

Tianluokeng 
Tulou Cluster

Shangban Village,
Shuyang Town,
Nanjing County

24°35′14″ 117°03′19″

Fujian 
Tulou -7

Hekeng Tulou 
Cluster

Qujiang Village,
Shuyang Town,
Nanjing County

24°39′03″ 117°03′13″

Fujian 
Tulou -8

Huaiyuan Lou Kanxia Village,
Meilin Town,
Nanjing County

24°40′28″ 117°05′18″

Fujian 
Tulou -9

Hegui Lou Pushan Village,
Meilin Town,
Nanjing County

24°39′40″ 117°05′15″

Fujian 
Tulou -10

Dadi Tulou 
Cluster

Dadi Village,
Xiandu Town,
Hua’an County

25º01′23″ 117º41′09″
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Textual 
description 
of the 
boundary(ies) of 
the nominated 
property

As serial nominated property, Fujian Tulou-�: Chuxi Tulou Cluster; Fujian 
Tulou-2: Hongkeng Tulou Cluster; Fujian Tulou-3: Gaobei Tulou Cluster; Fujian 
Tulou-4: Yanxiang Lou and Fujian Tulou-5: Zhenfu Lou are located in Yongding 
County, Fujian Province. In addition, Fujian Tulou-6: Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster; 
Fujian Tulou-7: Hekeng Tulou Cluster; Fujian Tulou-8: Huaiyuan Lou and Fujian 
Tulou-9: Hegui Lou are located in Nanjing County, Fujian Province, while Fujian 
Tulou-10: Dadi Tulou Cluster is in Hua’an County, Fujian Province. They are the 
main buildings in the traditional village where they are located. The total area 
of nominated property is �52.65 hectares and the buffer zones take up an area of 
924.49 hectares, amounting to 1077.14 hectares. Please see the following table.
In the area of nominated property and the buffer zone, besides the traditional 
villages, roads, farmlands and mountains, there exist no other buildings.

No. Name 
Location

Center Point 
North Latitude

Coordinates
East 
Longitude

Area of 
nominated 
property
(hectare)

Area of 
buffer 
zone
(hectare)

Fujian 
Tulou -�

Chuxi 
Tulou 
Cluster

Chuxi 
Village, 
Xiayang 
Town, 
Yongding 
County

24°33′03″ 116°54′01″ 14.72 271.20

Fujian 
Tulou -2

Hongkeng 
Tulou 
Cluster

Hongkeng 
Village, 
Hukeng 
Town, 
Yongding 
County

24°40′37″ 116°58′22″ 29.87 72.40

Fujian 
Tulou -3

Gaobei 
Tulou 
Cluster

Gaobei 
Village, 
Gaotou 
Town, 
Yongding 
County

24°39′49″ 117°00′13″ 9.44 138.50

Fujian 
Tulou -4

Yanxiang 
Lou

Xinnan 
Village,
Hukeng 
Town, 
Yongding 
County 

24°36′33″ 116°58′12″ 2.4� 19.80

Fujian 
Tulou -5

Zhenfu Lou Xipian 
Village, 
Hukeng 
Town, 
Yongding 
County

24°38′06″ 116°56′59″ �.56 12.60

Fujian 
Tulou -6

Tianluo
keng Tulou 
Cluster

Shangban 
Village,
Shuyang 
Town,
Nanjing 
County

24°35′14″ 117°03′19″ 8.85 67.80
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Fujian 
Tulou -7

Hekeng 
Tulou 
Cluster

Qujiang 
Village,
Shuyang 
Town,
Nanjing 
County

24°39′03″ 117°03′13″ 17.40 79.60

Fujian 
Tulou -8

Huaiyuan 
Lou

Kanxia 
Village,
Meilin 
Town,
Nanjing 
County

24°40′28″ 117°05′18″ 1.44 15.70

Fujian 
Tulou -9

Hegui Lou Pushan 
Village,
Meilin 
Town,
Nanjing 
County

24°39′40″ 117°05′15″ 1.75 37.30

Fujian 
Tulou -10

Dadi Tulou 
Cluster

Dadi 
Village,
Xiandu 
Town,
Hua’an 
County

25º01′23″ 117º41′09″ 65.21 209.59

Total 152.65 924.49
Map of the 
nominated 
property, 

Location Map of Fujian Tulou in China 
Location Map of Fujian Tulou in Fujian Province
Location Map of Fujian Tulou-1, Fujian Tulou-2, Fujian Tulou-�, Fujian Tulou-4 
and Fujian Tulou-5 in Yongding County
Location Map of Fujian Tulou-6, Fujian Tulou-7, Fujian Tulou-8 and Fujian 
Tulou-9 in Nanjing County
Location Map of Fujian Tulou-10 in Hua’an County

showing 
boundaries and 
buffer zones

Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  
Fujian Tulou -1:Chuxi Tulou Cluster
Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  
Fujian Tulou -2:Hongkeng Tulou Cluster
Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  
Fujian Tulou -�:Gaobei Tulou Cluster
Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  
Fujian Tulou -4:Yanxiang Lou
Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  
Fujian Tulou -5:Zhenfu Lou
Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  
Fujian Tulou -6:Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster
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Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  
Fujian Tulou -7: Hekeng Tulou Cluster
Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  
Fujian Tulou -8:Huaiyuan Lou
Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  
Fujian Tulou -9:Hegui Lou
Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  
Fujian Tulou -10:Dadi Tulou Cluster

Justification
Statement of 
Outstanding 
Universal Value 

In the southeastern Chinese provinces of Fujian, Jiangxi and Guangdong, there 
exist a lot of buildings with a long history called “Tulou”. Raw earth, the main 
construction material, has been combined with wood structures, and stones have 
been used to certain extent. Most of these grand buildings with unique shapes 
and exquisite structures are round multi-storey buildings in mountainous regions 
serving the needs of families or villagers living together. These Tulou buildings, 
in isolation or in clusters, together with other traditional low residences in the 
localities, form villages large and small. They not only embody a profound 
cultural and historical tradition, but also integrate with the natural environment 
perfectly, presenting harmonious and wonderful scenes. Among them, Fujian 
Tulou buildings are the most representative and numerous.
Fujian Tulou buildings were first built from the 11th century to the 13th century 
(the Song Dynasty and the Yuan Dynasty of China). After the development period 
from the �4th century to �6th century (the early and mid Ming Dynasty of China), 
they became mature from the 17th century to the first half of the 20th century (late 
Ming Dynasty, the Qing Dynasty, the Republic of China) and are still used today.
Unique, widely distributed and numerous Fujian Tulou buildings are an 
outstanding and representative architectural form created from long life 
experiences under unique historical and cultural backgrounds and particular 
natural and geographical conditions. With a large amount of objects and written 
records left from different times after the 11th century, the buildings reflect the 
emergence, innovation and development of this extraordinary art of raw earth 
buildings from the ��th century till now, provide abundant material evidence for 
the development and evolution of specific historical processes, cultural traditions, 
ethnic groups and folk customs, and have globally outstanding and universal 
historical and aesthetical value.
Among the world’s various residential buildings, Fujian Tulou is known for its 
unique architectural shape, large size and exquisite structure. It is distinctive in the 
layout, and the choice of location which is integrated into nature. The abundant 
ethnic and cultural connotations and particular way of inhabitation make them 
unique and charming.
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Criteria under 
which property 
is nominated

Criteria under which inscription is proposed: Criteria I, III, IV,V and VI
I Fujian Tulou in the mountainous areas is a unique residential building complex 
made from rammed earth. It is a creative masterpiece in raw earth architecture. 
Fujian Tulou is mostly built by mountain side in rational layout. It absorbs the 
Fengshui principles in China’s traditional architectural planning, meeting living 
and defense requirements of a family who live together. It cleverly makes use of 
narrow flat land in the mountains and local building materials such as raw earth, 
timber, cobblestone etc. The many-storied building is itself a well-equipped, 
cost-effective and extremely solid system. It is both of high aesthetic value and 
marvelous defensive capabilities. Despite its seemingly plain appearance, its 
concept, design, shape (circular in most cases) and exquisite interior structure is in 
an elegant harmony with surrounding mountains and rivers, presenting a uniquely 
charming picture.
III Fujian Tulou is an architectural achievement and historical witness under 
specific natural, geographical conditions and significant social changes and 
turmoil, based on oriental kinship-based ethics and the tradition that a clan lived 
together. The modernized lifestyle and process of urbanization is influencing the 
continuity of traditional lifestyle. A practical way needs to be explored to protect 
and preserve the Tulou Building Cluster now and in the future.
IV The nominated Fujian Tulou is a unique and beautiful example of raw 
earth residential buildings or systems widely distributed in Fujian, Jiangxi and 
Guangdong provinces in China. Fujian Tulou is most widely distributed with the 
largest quantity and the richest variety. Approx. 3,000 Tulou buildings have been 
strictly confirmed. The property presently proposed for inscription includes 10 
buildings in Chuxi Tulou Cluster in Yongding County, four buildings in Gaobei 
Tulou Cluster and Yanxiang Lou, Zhenfu Lou, five buildings in Tianluokeng 
Tulou Cluster in Nanjing County, �3 buildings in Hekeng Tulou Cluster and 
Huaiyuan Lou and Hegui Lou, three buildings in Dadi Tulou Cluster in Hua’an 
County. They represent all known Tulou types and are of the best construction 
quality, highest aesthetic values, best preservation and management status with 
their authenticity and integrity least compromised.
V Fujian Tulou has conformed to the oriental philosophy that regards the heaven 
and man as a whole and the so-called Fengshui principles of architectural 
planning. The indigenous construction material has been used, the site selection 
is either besides the mountain or along the river. Looking simple and rough in
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architectural style, the buildings are wonderfully elegant in form, appropriate in 
size and have complete functions. They present an idyllic picture in a charming 
country setting of mountains and rivers, and embody the harmonious and 
sustainable coexistence of human habitat and nature. Fujian Tulou is a perfect 
demonstration of a widely influential cultural tradition of a nation in a specific 
natural and geographical setting. It praiseworthily achieves a harmonious unity 
between residential buildings and natural environment, and is an architectural 
expression with singular features and aesthetic values. Though confronted with 
the modernized process, such kind of achievements in architecture and planning 
still have a charm and value we may not afford to overlook today.
VI The birth of Fujian Tulou is connected with several famous migrations of 
nationalities in the history of China, with the civilization history of Nomad and 
farming nationalities and with the history of Mongolian Empire. Its creators 
and inheritors are the descendants of the Central Plains people who migrated 
southward due to social upheavals and who integrated with local residents in 
Fujian province. The Confucian tradition has been retained inside Tulou and 
integrated with local customs and features. A unique dialect, folk art, religious 
ideas, lifestyle and way of residence came into being. Tulou provides important 
evidence to the study of anthropology and folkways.

Name and 
contact 
information of 
official local 
institution/
agency

Organization: Fujian Provincial Bureau of Cultural Heritage
Address: No.�5 Baima Middle Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province, China
Postcode: 350001
General Director: Zheng Guozhen
Tel: (0086-591)87118171
Fax: (0086-591)87118430
E-mail: zgz@fjww.com
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Property for Inscription on the World Heritage 
List

1. Identification of the Property
1.a State Party 
The People's Republic of China

1.b Province, County
Yongding County, Nanjing County and Hua’an County in Fujian Province

1.c Name of Property
Fujian Tulou
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1.d Location on Map and Indication of Geographical Coordinates 

 Table 1  The Geographical Location of the Nominated Property

No. Name Location        Center Point      Coordinates

North Latitude East Longitude

Fujian Tulou-1
Chuxi Tulou Cluster Chuxi Village, Xiayang 

Town, Yongding County 24°33′03″ 116°54′01″

Fujian Tulou-2
Hongkeng Tulou 

Cluster
Hongkeng Village, 

Hukeng Town, Yongding 
County 

24°40′37″ 116°58′22″

Fujian Tulou-3
Gaobei Tulou Cluster Gaobei Village, Gaotou 

Town , Yongding County 24°39′49″ 117°00′13″

Fujian Tulou-4
Yanxiang Lou Xinnan Village, Hukeng 

Town, Yongding County 24°36′33″ 116°58′12″

Fujian Tulou-5
Zhenfu Lou Xipian Village, Hukeng 

Town, Yongding County 24°38′06″ 116°56′59″

     Fujian Tulou-6
Tianluokeng Tulou 

Cluster
Shangban Village, 

Shuyang Town, Nanjing 
County

24°35′14″ 117°03′19″

    Fujian Tulou-� 
Hekeng Tulou Cluster Qujiang Village, Shuyang 

Town, Nanjing County 24°39′03″ 117°03′13″

    Fujian Tulou-� Huaiyuan Lou
Kanxia Village, Meilin 

Town, Nanjing County  24°40′28″ 117°05′18″

Fujian Tulou-9 Hegui Lou
Pushan Village, Meilin 

Town, Nanjing County  24°39′40″ 117°05′15″

Fujian Tulou-10 Dadi Tulou Cluster
Dadi Village, Xiandu 

Town, Hua'an County 25º01′23″ 117º41′09″
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1.e  Maps and plans showing the boundaries of the nominated property and 
buffer zones

1.e-1 Location Map of Fujian Tulou in China 

1.e-2 Location Map of Fujian Tulou in Fujian Province

1.e-3 Location Map of Fujian Tulou-1, Fujian Tulou-2, Fujian Tulou-3, Fujian Tulou-4 and 
Fujian Tulou-5 in Yongding County

1.e-4 Location Map of Fujian Tulou-6, Fujian Tulou-�, Fujian Tulou-� and Fujian Tulou-9 in 
Nanjing County

1.e-5 Location Map of Fujian Tulou-10 in Hua’an County

1.e-6 The maps displaying the areas of the nominated property and buffer zones of Fujian Tulou 

(1) Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  Fujian 
Tulou -1:Chuxi Tulou Cluster

(2) Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  Fujian 
Tulou -2:Hongkeng Tulou Cluster

(3) Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  Fujian 
Tulou -3:Gaobei Tulou Cluster

(4) Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  Fujian 
Tulou -4:Yanxiang Lou

(5)Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  Fujian 
Tulou -5:Zhenfu Lou

(6) Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  Fujian 
Tulou -6:Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster

(�) Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  Fujian 
Tulou -�: hekeng Tulou Cluster

(�) Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  Fujian 
Tulou -�:Huaiyuan Lou

(9) Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  Fujian 
Tulou -9:Hegui Lou

(10) Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around  Fujian 
Tulou -10:Dadi Tulou Cluster
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1.e-1 
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1.e-2 
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1.e-3 
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1.e-4 
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1.e-5 
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1.e-6     (1) 
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1.e-6    (2) 
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1.e-6    (3)
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1.e-6    (4)
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1.e-6    (5)
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1.e-6    (6) 
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1.e-6    (7) 
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1.e-6    (8) 
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1.e-6    (9)
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1.e-6    (10) 
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1.f Areas of the nominated property and proposed buffer zones
This represents a serial nomination. Fujian Tulou-1: Chuxi Tulou Cluster; Fujian Tulou-2: 

Hongkeng Tulou Cluster; Fujian Tulou-3: Gaobei Tulou Cluster; Fujian Tulou-4: Yanxiang Lou and 
Fujian Tulou-5: Zhenfu Lou are in Yongding County, Fujian Province. Fujian Tulou-6: Tianluokeng 
Tulou Cluster; Fujian Tulou-�: Hekeng Tulou Cluster; Fujian Tulou-�: Huaiyuan Lou and Fujian 
Tulou-9: Hegui Lou are in Nanjing County, Fujian Province. Fujian Tulou-10: Dadi Tulou Cluster 
is in Hua’an County, Fujian Province. In all cases, Tulou serves as the main form of buildings in 
traditional villages. The total area of the nominated property amounts to 152.65 hectares, with buffer 
zones of 924.49 hectares, totaling 1077.14 hectares. It is showed in the following table.

Table 2   The areas of the nominated property and the buffer zones

  No.     Name   Location    Center Point 

North   Latitude

Coordinates

East Longitude

Area of 

nominated 

property

(Hectare)

Buffer 

Zone

(Hectare)

Fujian 
Tulou-1

Chuxi Tulou 
Cluster

Chuxi Village, 
Xiayang Town, 
Yongding County

24°33′03″ 116°54′01″ 14.�2 271.20

Fujian 
Tulou-2

Hongkeng 
Tulou Cluster

Hongkeng Village, 
Hukeng Town, 
Yongding County 

24°40′37″ 116°58′22″ 29.�� 72.40

Fujian 
Tulou-3

Gaobei Tulou 
Cluster

Gaobei Village, 
Gaotou Town , 
Yongding County

24°39′49″ 117°00′13″ 9.44 138.50

Fujian 
Tulou-4

Yanxiang Lou Xinnan Village, 
Hukeng Town, 
Yongding County 

24°36′33″ 116°58′12″ 2.41 19.80

Fujian 
Tulou-5

Zhenfu Lou Xipian Village, 
Hukeng Town, 
Yongding County 

24°38′06″ 116°56′59″ 1.56 12.60

Fujian 
Tulou-6

Tianluokeng 
Tulou Cluster

Shangban Village, 
Shuyang Town, 
Nanjing County

24°35′14″ 117°03′19″ �.�5 67.80

Fujian 
Tulou-�

Hekeng Tulou 
Cluster

Qujiang Village, 
Shuyang Town, 
Nanjing

County 

24°39′03″  117°03′13″ 17.40 79.60
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Fujian 
Tulou-�

Huaiyuan Lou Kanxia Village, 
Meilin Town, Nanjing 
County  

24°40′28″ 117°05′18″ 1.44 15.70

Fujian 
Tulou-9

Hegui Lou Pushan Village, 
Meilin Town, Nanjing 
County  

24°39′40″ 117°05′15″ 1.�5 37.30

Fujian 
Tulou-10

Dadi Tulou 
Cluster

Dadi Village, Xiandu 
Town, Huaan County

25º01′23″ 117º41′09″ 65.21 209.59

Total 152.65 924.49

Within the areas of the nominated property and buffer zones, there are no other buildings in 
addition to traditional villages, roads, farm land, mountains and rivers.
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2. Description 
2.a Description of the property
   Tulou (“earthen house”), mainly distributed across the southeastern part of China, namely 

Fujian, Jiangxi and Guangdong Provinces, is a large-scale civilian residential building built mainly 
with rammed earth and in a wooden framework. Stones are also used to a varying degree. Tulou 
is closely associated with several historic upheavals and great migrations in China and East Asia. 
Among the Tulou buildings of various descriptions, Fujian Tulou is the best-preserved with the 
broadest coverage, largest quantity and richest variety.

Fujian Tulou concentrates in the southwestern region of Fujian Province and a total of three 
thousands Tulou Buildings have been found across this province. The region is full of hills and 
valleys covered by bushy vegetation, enjoys subtropical and marine climate and rich rainfall. The 
Hakka and the Fulao, two branches of the Han nationality, live in the region, carrying forward the 
traditional customs of the Han’s and taking farming as their main mode of production.

The birth of Fujian Tulou may date back to many centuries ago. It first appeared between the 
11th and 13th century (the Song and Yuan dynasties of China), developed between the 14th and 16th 
century (the early and mid Ming Dynasty of China), reached its peak between the 1�th century and 
the first half of the 20th century (the late Ming and Qing dynasties and Republic of China period), 
and is handed down up to now.

Fujian Tulou is mainly built according to the concept of “round heaven and square earth” and in 
a certain scale to meet the needs of the whole clan living together and a sound defensive function. 
As an enclosed communal house with two or more storeys in double load-bearing design, i.e. 
rammed earth wall plus column and tie construction, it is mostly located in the mountainous regions, 
neighboring with streams, fields and gardens. Visitors may easily fall into a reverie and associate 
its delicate shape with mushrooms on the emerald plain or a fantastic UFO from the outer space. A 
large Tulou building usually houses a clan with hundreds of members. Thus, Tulou is also called a 
“bustling small city” or a “little kingdom for the family”.

In terms of building style, Fujian Tulou can be divided into circular, square and mansion-style 
(five-phoenix building) ones, of which circular Tulou accounts for a large proportion. Therefore, 
Tulou was once uniformly called “the Earthen Round Hakka Building” across the world. The square 
ones have various types, such as palace style. In terms of the construction structure, Fujian Tulou 
has two main designs, one with corridors and the other with separate units. 

(1)  The Tulou with corridors is featured by corridors connecting the rooms on each floor. A 
household owns a room (equal to a bay in space) vertically on each floor. There are public 
stairways for accessing the rooms. An ancestral hall is built in the center of the courtyard, 
which may also serve as a study. This type of building is commonly seen in the Hakka 
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community, which together with the Fulao community constitutes the two important branches 
of Han nationality in Fujian Province. It mirrors the high priority given by the Hakka people 
to the family cohesion.

(2)   The Tulou building with separate units is divided equally into units with one household owning 
one unit. Each unit has its own entrance, inner courtyard and stairways connecting rooms on 
different floors. It is commonly found in the Fulao community in the Fujian Province, giving 
a full expression to the Fulao’s demand in privacy, independence and comfort while retaining 
the family cohesion.

In selecting sites, great importance has been attached to Chinese traditional Fengshui practices 
which emphasize a southern exposure, shelter from the wind and proximity to the road or river. 
Facing the south,most of the buildings are nestled among hills and streams, reflecting a harmony 
with nature. Some buildings are backed against hills or mountains and gather together as villages in 
picturesque disorder. With circulatory streams and lines of trees, crops namely paddies, fruit trees 
and tea trees, are planted on the terraced fields. The hilltop is fully covered by vegetation.

In scale, a Tulou building complex usually covers an area of over 1,000 square meters and has 
3-5 storeys. For example, the nominated Chengqi Luo is composed of four concentric-circle shaped 
buildings, covering an area of 5376.17 square meters and possessing more than 400 rooms housing 
over 600 residents in its heyday. Among those buildings, the one in the outer ring has four storeys 
and a diameter over �3 meters.

In structure, the main building of Fujian Tulou consists of rammed earth outer wall, wooden 
framework inside, and the wall foundation made of stones blocks, cobblestones or slab stones. The 
ancestral halls within the buildings are tasteful and mostly adopt a combined style of “column and 
tie construction” and “post and lintel construction”. Most circular Tulou buildings have a two-side 
sloping roof of tiles; the square and polygon Tulou buildings have the overhanging gable roof or the 
hip and gable roof; and the mansion type Tulou mainly adopts the hip and gable roof.

In layout, circular and square Tulou mainly includes the outer ring and the inner courtyard where 
one or two wells stand. Circular Tulou mainly consists of a 3-5 storied enclosed rammed earth 
building in the outer ring and an inner courtyard enclosed by one or two-storied circular buildings 
in one or three rings. In the Hakka community, a one-storey ancestral hall is usually built at the 
center of the complex. Thus the whole complex is lower inside and higher outside. In the case of 
the square Tulou, a quadrangle is enclosed by a building complex on four sides, sometimes with a 
single-storey ancestral hall at the center. An outer courtyard is enclosed with one-storey supporting 
rooms facing the main building complex. In the case of the mansion-style Tulou, an outer courtyard 
is enclosed by low wall in front of the façade of the building and a gatehouse is built on either side 
for access. The whole building complex is lower in the front and higher in the back. Tulou almost 
always has a clear central axis. The central axis of circular Tulou runs through the main gate, 
ancestral hall and the back lobby. This is especially clear in square and mansion-style Tulou. The 
lobby, main gate and main building are all set on the central axis flanked by wing rooms on the left 
and affiliated buildings on the right in strict symmetry. Each and every storey of Tulou possesses a 
clear-cut function. The main building of circular and square Tulou with corridors is usually utilized 
in the following ways, i.e. kitchens and dining rooms on the first storey, barns on the second, and 
bedrooms on the third or above. In addition, the ancestral hall and side corridor usually are used as 
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classrooms. The rooms on the first storey in the main building of Tulou with separate units are used 
as utility rooms, the rooms on the second storey are used as bedrooms, and the rooms on the top 
storey are barns. Moreover, a concealed corridor is built along with the wall to make a joint defense 
easy.

In terms of function, each storey of the main building has its own concrete function, for example, 
the rooms on the first storey are used as kitchens, dining rooms and utility rooms, the rooms on the 
second storey are used as barns, and the rooms on the third storey are living rooms. In addition, the 
ancestral hall and side corridor usually are used as classrooms.

The structural stability, defensive functions and the drainage system are fully taken into 
consideration when the buildings are designed. They meet the needs to have the whole clan live 
together, fend off enemies and educate the youngsters. In addition, it is warm in winter, cool in 
summer, and can protect the residents from strong winds and earthquakes.

In terms of structural stability, the outer wall of Tulou tapers in the upper part which is only 
two thirds or even one half of the thickness at the bottom. This fully ensures the overall stability 
of the building. Meanwhile, the base of the wall, 1-2 meters above the ground, is comprised of 
stone blocks, slab stones and cobblestones for the purpose of protecting the wall from soaking by 
the underground and surface water. The eave of the building projects further to protect the rammed 
earth wall from rain.

As for the defensive function, there are no windows on the first and second storeys, while 
the holes for shooting are placed on the external wall above the second storey. The watchtowers 
projecting from the wall on the highest storey are used to watch for enemies. The door leaves are 
mostly made of hard board, sometimes covered with iron sheet, and a water trough is set on the top 
of the door to protect the building from fire attacks by the enemy.

The drainage system of Tulou is complete and well arranged by taking into consideration the 
topographical factors and flow of streams. There are some main drainage ditches along the main 
gates of Tulou, which radiate to the outside. There are access holes to facilitate any repair on the 
ditches. The concept of Fengshui is also taken into consideration in the design of the main drainage 
ditch. A straight-line discharge is avoided, which, according to the Fengshui practitioners, means 
that the owner can hardly accumulate wealth and luck within his house.

Fujian Tulou also points us to the profound Chinese culture. A large amount of horizontal 
inscribed boards and couplets as well as the ancestral halls within the building mirror the concept 
of respecting ancestors and valuing education. Traditional folkways are found in every aspect of 
the Hakka life, such as the celebration of birthday and festival, wedding, funeral, folk art, code of 
ethics, domestic discipline exercised by the clan’s leaders, religious belief and clothing as well as 
cuisine. The cohesion, mutual help and enterprising spirit within the clans give full expression to the 
rich culture and well demonstrate the local customs and the patriarchal clan system. 

The nominated property represents an outstanding example of “Fujian Tulou”, including Chuxi 
Tulou Cluster (Fujian Tulou-1), Hongkeng Tulou Cluster (Fujian Tulou-2), Gaobei Tulou Cluster 
(Fujian Tulou-3), Yanxiang Lou (Fujian Tulou-4) and Zhenfu Lou (Fujian Tulou-5) in the Yongding 
County, Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster (Fujian Tulou-6), Hekeng Tulou Cluster (Fujian Tulou-�), 
Huaiyuan Lou (Fujian Tulou-�) and Hegui Lou (Fujian Tulou-9) in the Nanjing County, and Dadi 
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Tulou Cluster (Fujian Tulou-10) in the Hua’an County, Fujian Province.

2.a-1 Fujian Tulou-1: Chuxi Tulou Cluster

Chuxi Tulou Cluster is situated at Chuxi Village, Xiayang Town in the south of Yongding 
County, 47 kilometers from the county seat, Fengcheng town. In the year 2005, Chuxi Village 
had 16�6 villagers in 253 households, all members of the Xu family with farming as their main 
occupation.

Surrounded by high mountains, the Chuxi Tulou Cluster is situated on a hillside 400-500 meters 
above the sea level with complex terrains and big gradients. Measuring about 500 meters from 
east to west and roughly 300 meters from north to south, it faces the north on the whole, backing 
against high mountains more than 1200 meters above the sea level. A creek flows rapidly across 
the Cluster in the front from east to west with cobbles of various sizes. The water surface is more 
than 20 meters below the ground in front of the Cluster. Two mountain streams respectively from 
east to west and from south to north converge in the village and then flow into the creek. Situated at 
the bottom of the valley, the gurgling creek is really fascinating with its clear water and all kinds of 
strangely-shaped rocks. Standing in the creek and looking up at the Tulou Cluster, you feel as if you 
were in a wonderland.

Separated from the Cluster by the creek, the southern part of the village is on a steep hillside. On 
the contrary, the hillside of the northern part of the village is not so steep, and the Tulou Cluster is 
situated here. On the northern hillside, the nearer it is to the creek, the larger the scale of the Tulou 
buildings and the earlier they were built. The Tulou buildings built later are spread to the south 
according to the terrain of the mountainside. Behind (south of) and to both sides of the Cluster, 
there are tiers and tiers of terraces, covering an area of more than 1,000 mu (1mu= 1/15 hectare) and 
reaching the mountain top, providing a spectacular view. In the small village on the mountain top, 
there still exist some of the circular Tulou buildings of the Xu family which are partly hidden behind 
the trees. Seen from far away, the small village is sometimes visible and sometimes invisible due 
to clouds and mists, looking mysterious and arousing your curiosity. The front part of the Cluster is 
near the creek, consisting of five circular buildings and one square Tulou.

There are three main terraced paths paved with blue stones, two of which are in east-west 
direction. The third one winds its way along the creek from south to north, leading to the village 
path at the foot of the opposite north mountain. Different Tulou buildings are connected via paths 
paved with blue stone slates. The ancestral hall of the Xu family is in the center of the village, with 
its walls made of rammed earth. There is also a magnificent nunnery in the west of the village. The 
east and west entrances to the village are rather narrow and difficult to access, which provide easy 
defense against enemy attacks. Forestation around the Cluster is in good condition.

The whole Chuxi Tulou Cluster can be clearly and completely seen from the sightseeing 
platform on the north mountain. Seeing the Cluster, you can experience the unique lingering charm 
of the ancient Hakka village, where Tulou buildings, small bridges, flowing water, stone paths, 
terraces, green mountains, blue sky and white clouds are integrated in harmony.

Chuxi Tulou is mainly built in rectangular, square, circular, oval, hexagonal shapes. The Chuxi 
Tulou proposed for inclusion constitutes 10 well-preserved ones, such as Jiqing Lou, Yuqing Lou, 
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Shengqing Lou, Huaqing Lou, Gengqing Lou, Xiqing Lou, Fuqing Lou, Gongqing Lou, Fanqing 
Lou and Shanqing Lou. The original layout of Chuxi villiage still stands intact (See 7.a-1 drawing 1 
as well as 7.a-2 photos 1 and 2).

This Cluster was announced as a historic site under protection at the county level in April 1999, 
among which Jiqing Lou was classified as a historic site under protection at the state level in May, 
2006.

  

Table 3  The buildings included in the nominated  Fujian Tulou-1:Chuxi Tulou Cluster

No. Name Time Type Main Features
1 Jiqing Lou 1403-1424(under the reign of 

Emperor Yongle in the Ming 
Dynasty)

Circular Covering an area of 2826 square meters; 
being 66 meters in diameter; of four storeys 
and blending the characteristics of two types 
of Tulou buildings (the one with corridors and 
the one with separated units).

2 Yuqing Lou 1729 (the seventh year of the 
reign of Emperor Yongzheng 
in the Qing Dynasty)

Circular Covering an area of 1256 square meters; 
being 41 meters in diameter; of three storeys; 
with corridors and four staircases.

3 Shengqing Lou 1799(the fourth year of the 
reign of Emperor Jiaqing in 
the Qing Dynasty)

Square Covering an area of 1482 square meters; with 
corridors; comprising two square buildings,a 
4-storey outer building and a 2-storey inner 
building

4 Huaqing Lou 1829(the ninth year of the 
reign of Emperor Daoguang in 
the Qing Dynasty)

Rectangular Covering an area of 480 square meters; of 
two storeys and with corridors.

5 Gengqing Lou 1849 (the twenty-ninth 
year of the reign of Emperor 
Daoguang in the Qing 
Dynasty)

Circular Covering an area of 660 square meters; being 
33 meters in diameter; of three storeys and 
with corridors.

6 Xiqing Lou 1849 (the twenty-ninth 
year of the reign of Emperor 
Daoguang in the Qing 
Dynasty)

Rectangular Covering an area of 400 square meters; of 
three storeys and with corridors.

7 Fuqing Lou 1849 (the twenty-ninth 
year of the reign of Emperor 
Daoguang in the Qing 
Dynasty)

Oval Covering an area of 660 square meters; of 
three storeys and with corridors.

8 Gongqing Lou 1949 Hexagonal Covering an area of 3500 square meters; of 
four storeys and with corridors.

9 Fanqing Lou 1949 Rectangular Covering an area of 8000 square meters; of 4 
storeys and with corridors.

10 Shanqing Lou 1978 Circular Covering an area of 1200 square meters; 
being 31 meters in diameter; of three storeys 
and with corridors.
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Jiqing Lou 

It is located beside the creek in the north of Chuxi Village. About 500 meters above the sea 
level, the Tulou is about 30 meters above the creek and difficult to access. In a double-ring shape, 
the circular Tulou was built in 1419, the 17th year of the reign of Emperor Yongle in the Ming 
Dynasty. It faces the north and covers an area of 2826 square meters. Arranged from north to 
south along the central axis of the Tulou, are respectively the door way, the gate, entrance hall, 
patio, inner ring and the passage between inner and outer rings, the courtyard, ancestral hall and 
backyard (See 7.a-1 drawings 2, 3 and 4 as well as 7.a-2 photos 3 and 4).

The doorframe of the Tulou is made of stone, on which a couplet is engraved, reading: 
“Modesty is a lovable quality; wealth is pursued in goodness.” The horizontal hanging scroll 
reads: “Prosperous Material Life and Favorable Natural Condition”. The iron cover of the door 
and anti-fire trough on the top can protect the house from fire.

The four-storey-high outer ring is of earth-and-wooden structure and 66 meters in diameter. 
The first floor has 53 bays and each of the upper storeys has 56 bays. The wall around the first 
floor is 1.6 meters thick without original stone-laid base. People of later generations built one-
meter high wainscots for the wall with pebble stones to protect it from eavesdropping. When 
constructing this Tulou, only one staircase was set, which is wider than those of other Tulou 
buildings. Located on the east side of the entrance hall, the staircase leads to the 4th storey. 
Rooms on the first floor are used as kitchens, on the 2nd floor used as barns and above the 3rd 
floor used as living rooms. Rooms on the first floor and the 2nd floor do not have any window. 

The 1st to 4th storeys of the outer ring were originally inner-corridor planes. When the Tulou 
was repaired in 1744, the 9th year of the reign of Emperor Qianlong, its structure was slightly 
modified to solve the problem that there was only one staircase for hundreds of its dwellers, 
which brought a lot of inconvenience for daily life and management. The first floor still kept 
its inner-corridor type without any change while the upper floors were changed into the type of 
separate units. Having 6 rooms, each unit was provided with a narrower staircase. For every unit 
on the 3rd floor, a shrine was set on one side of the staircase. The passages between one unit and 
another were separated by cedar planks. Each unit on the first floor had a stone passage which 
was above the patio and led to the rooms under the name of the owner of the inner ring. From the 
2nd storey of the outer ring above, a 50cm-wide hidden staircase is additionally set between the 
staircases near the external wall for each unit. Usually covered with wooden boards, the hidden 
staircase cannot be discovered by outsiders at all. It is only for use in emergency.

The external wall of the 4th storey of the outer ring was installed with nine wooden-
structured overhanging lookouts, which could be used either for watching out or for supporting 
blunderbusses. From the lookout above the main gate, one could directly see what was going on 
at the village entrance and blockade the front path to the village when it was urgent to protect the 
Tulou from any attack by the advantage of the favorable position. As Chuxi Village lies deep in 
the mountains and used to be frequented by bandits and wild animals. Thus the designer of the 
Tulou took the defensive function into special consideration. 

A hidden exit is also designed on the first floor at the back of the Tulou. Actually it is a hole 
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which is 1.6m in height and 0.7m in width, and reserved in the external wall of a room. The 
hole is sealed by rammed earth which is precisely the same material as that of the external wall 
and outsiders cannot tell the difference. Inside the room, it is recessed into the wall but usually 
covered with wooden boards. When an outsider comes into the room, he will not be able to 
find out this secret. In case of emergency, the hidden exit can be quickly broken open and the 
dwellers can make their way to the mountain woods behind the Tulou.

The inner and outer rings are separated by the patio. A blue stone path is paved to link the 
entrance hall to the inner ring which is of single-storey brick-and-wood structure. There is a 
3m-wide stone path on each of the four sides of the inner ring to link the corridor of the outer 
ring, and the stone path is higher than the patio. The 26-bay space is provided with a dining 
room and a utility room. Rooms are separated by cedar boards. Within the height of 1 meter 
above the ground, the front and rear walls of the room are made of grey bricks, above which are 
cedar boards. There is a front door and a back door for every one or two rooms, with front one 
facing the ancestral hall and the back one leading to the first floor of the outer ring. 

A composite structure was designed for the inner and outer rings with a two-side sloping 
roof of tiles, a combination of the overhanging gable roof, column and tie construction and post 
and lintel construction.

The single-storey square ancestral hall is of earth-and-wood structure, and is in the center 
of the Tulou building. It is enclosed by the main hall at the back, the cloisters on both sides of 
the main hall and the front cloister. The patio is in the center, whose front door directly faces 
the Tulou gate. Used for honoring ancestors, the spacious ancestral hall has a God Seat, on 
both sides of which there is a small door for people to go through. It is of a composite structure 
combining a gable and hip roof, column and tie construction and post and lintel construction (See 
7.a-2 photo 5).

The corridor on the first floor, the patio and the gateway outside are all paved with pebbles. 

Yuqing Lou 

This building stands beside the creek in the northeast of Chuxi Village. Built in 1729, the 
7th year of the reign of Emperor Yongzheng of the Qing Dynasty, the circular Tulou faces the 
north, covering an area of 1256 square meters. 41.6 meters in diameter and 3 storeys in height, 
the main building of inner ring corridor design has 34 bays and is equipped with four staircases. 
Located in the center of the inner courtyard, the ancestral hall is of square single-storey wood-
and-brick structure (See 7.a-1 drawings 5, 6 and 7 as well as 7.a-2 photo 6).

Shengqing Lou 

It is situated beside the creek in the northwest of Chuxi Village. Built in 1799, the 4th year 
of the reign of Emperor Jiaqing of the Qing Dynasty, the square Tulou facing the north occupies 
an area of 1482 square meters. It is composed of two square buildings, one of which is the inner 
building and the other is the outer building. The outer building is 39 meters in width, 27 meters 
in depth and 4 storeys in height, provided with a main gate, while the inner building is 2 storeys 
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high. In an inner ring corridor pattern, the whole Tulou has 168 rooms, 2 halls and 4 staircases. 
The ancestral hall is in the center of the inner yard (See 7.a-1 drawings 8, 9 and 10 as well as 7.a-2 
photo 7).

Huaqing Lou 

It is located in the central part of Chuxi Village, neighboring Fanqing Lou on the west and 
Fuqing Lou on the east. Constructed in 1829, the 9th year of the reign of Emperor Jiaqing of 
the Qing Dynasty, the rectangular Tulou facing the north covers an area of 480 square meters. 
Two storeys in height, the Tulou is 19.5 meters in width, equaling to five bays, and 20.5 meters 
in depth equaling to six bays. It has inner corridors. There is no window for the first floor. The 
back hall is the ancestral hall. The single-storey central nave is in the center of the inner yard. 
The whole Tulou is equipped with 4 staircases and 1 main gate (See 7.a-1 drawing 11, 12 and 13 
as well as 7.a-2 photo 8).

Gengqing Lou 

It stands between Jiqing Lou and Yuqing Lou in the northern part of Chuxi Village. 
Completed in 1849, the 29th year of the reign of Emperor Daoguang of the Qing Dynasty, the 
circular Tulou facing the north covers an area of 660 square meters. With inner corridors, the 
Tulou is 33 meters in diameter and 3 storeys in height with 37 bays for each story. Within the 
whole building, only 3 of the partition walls are made of rammed earth, the rest being adobe 
walls. There are two staircases and two gates. The single-storey wood-and-brick ancestral hall is 
located in the center of the inner yard (See 7.a-1 drawing 14, 15 and 16 as well as 7.a-2 photo 9).  

Xiqing Lou

It is in the central part of Chuxi Village, to the southeast of Jiqing Lou. Facing the north and 
covering an area of 400 square meters, this rectangular Tulou was also built in 1849, the 29th 
year of the reign of Emperor Daoguang of the Qing Dynasty. With inner corridors, it is 3 storeys 
in height, 27 meters in width and 24 meters in depth. There are 20 rooms and 2 halls on the first 
floor and 23 rooms on each of the 2nd and 3rd floors. There is no window on the ground and 2nd 
floors. The Tulou is provided with 2 staircases and 2 gates. The back hall serves as the ancestral 
hall (See 7.a-1 drawings 17, 18 and 19 as well as 7.a-2 photo 10).

Fuqing Lou 

It stands in the southeastern part of Chuxi Village. Facing the north and covering an area of 
660 square meters, the oval- single-ring Tulou was built in 1849, the 29th year of the reign of 
Emperor Daoguang of the Qing Dynasty. It is 3 storeys high with 30 rooms and 1 hall for each 
story. There is no window for the ground and 2nd floors. It is provided with three staircases and 
one gate. The square single-storey ancestral hall is located in the center of the inner yard, of 
which the roof is sloped with frontal part lower than the rear part (See 7.a-1 drawings 20 and 21 
as well as 7.a-2 photo 11).   
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Gongqing Lou 

It is situated in the eastern part of Chuxi Village. Facing the north, it is a hexagonal Tulou 
built in 1949 and covers an area of 3500 square meters. With a facade 40 meters wide, it is 
31 meters in depth and 4 storeys in height, the roof of which is sloped with frontal part lower 
than the rear part. The number of rooms and halls altogether totals 152, with four staircases 
and one gate. It has inner corridors connecting the rooms, with the corridors on the 3rd and 4th 
floors projecting further than that of the 2nd floor. The single-storey wood-and-brick structured 
ancestral hall is in the center of the inner yard (See 7.a-1 drawings 22 and 23 as well as 7.a-2 
photo 12).   

Fanqing Lou 

It is in the central part of Chuxi Village, south of Jiqing Lou. Facing the north and covering 
an area of 8000 square meters, this rectangular Tulou was built in 1949. Four storeys high, the 
inner corridor-type Tulou is 40.7 meters or 11 bays in width, and 35.4 meters or 10 bays in depth, 
the frontal part of roof being higher than the rear part. There are four staircases, one gate and two 
water wells for the whole Tulou(See 7.a-1 drawing 24, 25 and 26 as well as 7.a-2 photo 13).

Shanqing Lou

The circular Tulou is situated to the southeast of Fuqing Lou. Built in 1978, it faces the south 
and covers an area of 1200 square meters. With the single ring, it is 31 meters in diameter and 
has 3 storeys with 26 bays in every storey. The Tulou with corridors has only one entrance and a 
patio paved with moorstones at the center. (See 7.a-2 14)

2.a-2 Fujian Tulou-2: Hongkeng Tulou Cluster
Hongkeng Tulou Cluster is located at Hongkeng Village, Hukeng Town in the southeast 

of Yongding County, 45 kilometers away from the county seat Fengcheng Town. In the year 
2005, there were 2413 people or 643 households in the village, all of them belonging to the Lin 
patriarchal clan and engaging in farming.

Standing high to the east, west and north of the village are mountains covered with green 
vegetation. The Hongchuan stream winds its way from north to south, crossing the village. 
Lands on both sides of the stream are narrowly long and flat. Backing against the mountain 
and overlooking the water, Hakka Tulou buildings of various shapes line along the banks of the 
stream. Built in different times and reasonably arranged, these buildings are of various sizes and 
heights, intimately merging with the green mountains, blue water, village path, small bridge and 
farm land.

In the village, there are dozens of Tulou buildings in various shapes, i.e. circular, square, 
mansion type Tulou and so on. Out of them, Guangyu Lou, Fuxing Lou, Kuiju Lou, Fuyu 
Lou, Rusheng Lou, Zhencheng Lou and Qingcheng Lou remain intact and are included in the 
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nominated property (See 7.a-1 drawing 27 as well as 7.a-2 photos 15 and 16).

There are other earth-and-wood or brick-and-wood buildings in the village, such as the Lin’
s ancestral hall, the Hall of the Divine Queen, the Rixin school, and the Guandi Temple, etc. The 
waterwheel at the entrance to the village turns day and night, telling you the long story of the Hakka 
people and their Tulou buildings.

Hongkeng Village was proclaimed as China’s Hakka Folk Culture Village in 1993. In December 
1998, Hukeng Town, where the village belongs, was announced as a famous historical and cultural 
town at provincial level. And shortly in May 2001, Kuiju Lou, Fuyu Lou and Zhencheng Lou were 
announced as major historic sites under national protection.

Table 4  The buildings included in the nominated Fujian Tulou-2: Hongkeng Tulou Cluster

No. Name Time Type Main Features
1 Guangyu Lou 1775 (the Fortieth year of the 

reign of Emperor Qianlong in 
the Ming Dynasty)

Rectangle Covering an area of 2500 square; of 4 storeys 
and with corridors.

2 Fuxing Lou 1821-1850(under the reign of 
Emperor Daoguang in the Qing 
Dynasty)

Rectangle Covering an area of 800 square meters; of 3 
storeys and with corridors.

3 Guiju Lou 1834(the fourteenth year of the 
reign of Emperor Dongguang 
in the Qing Dynasty)

Square Covering an area of 6000 square meters; with 
corridors; with 3 halls as the main part and 
2 podium-buildings on both sides; including 
a 3-storey front building and a 4-storey rear 
building.

4 Fuyu Lou 1880 (the sixth year of the 
reign of Emperor Guangxu in 
the Qing Dynasty)

Mansion type Covering an area of 4000 square meters; with 
corridors; with 3 halls as the main part and 2 
podium buildings on both sides; including a 
2-storey front building, a 5-storey rear building, 
in addition to a 3-storey podium-building on 
either side.

5 Rusheng Lou 1875-1908 (under the reign of 
Emperor Guangxu in the Qing 
Dynasty)

Circular Covering an area of 400 square meters; being 
23 meters in diameter; of 3 storeys and with 
corridors.

6 Zhencheng Lou 1912           Circular A gorgeous complex covering an area of 500 
square meters; blending traditional Chinese and 
western architectural style; including a 4-storey 
outer ring building and a 2-storey inner ring 
buildings, both with corridors.

7 Qingcheng Lou 1937 Square Covering an area of 1100 square meters; of 3 
storeys and with corridors.
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Guangyu Lou

Situated in the northern part of Hongkeng villiage, Guangyu Lou is a rectangular Tulou built 
in 1775, the fortieth year of the reign of Emperor Qianlong in the Qing Dynasty. Covering an area 
of about 2500 square meter, the 4-storey Tulou is 41.8 meters in width and 33.6 meters in depth 
with Fuyu Lou to the north and Hongchuan River to the East. Guangyu Lou has 3 courtyards that 
are seperated by patios and there are 35 rooms on each floor connected by corridors. There is no 
window on the first and second floor. The building has 4 staircases, 1 gateway and a back hall as 
ancestral hall (See 7.a-2 photo 17).

Fuxing Lou

Situated in the central part of Hongkeng villiage and facing the East, , the rectangular Tulou 
was built during the reign of Emperor Daoguang in the Qing Dynasty(1821-1850) and with 
Zhencheng Lou to the northwest, covering an area of 800 square meters. The 3-storey building is 
7 bays in width and 4 bays in depth. There is no window on the first and second floors; there are 
corridors connecting the rooms and a patio at the center. The building has 2 staircases, 1 gateway, 
1 well and a back hall as ancestral hall. (See 7.a-2 photo 18).

Kuiju Lou

Built in 1834, the 14th year of the reign of Emperor Daoguang of the Qing Dynasty, Kuiju 
Lou is situated in the northwest part of Hongkeng Village. With 3 halls as the main part and 2 
podium buildings on both sides, it faces the south and covers an area of 6000 square meters. 
Along the central axis from south to north are the main gate, entrance hall, courtyard, central 
nave, patio, main hall (antechamber of the ancestral hall) and ancestral hall, with two podium 
buildings on both sides (See 7.a-1 drawings 28, 29 and 30 as well as 7.a-2 photos 19, 20 and 21).

The earth-wood-structured main building is in square shape, 33 meters in width and 31 meters 
in depth, of which the walls for the first floor are 1.5 meters thick, with a combination of the 
column and tie construction and the post and lintel construction. There are corridors connecting 
the rooms. The frontal part is 3 storeys high while the rear part 4 storeys high, presenting a 
significant drop in height. The 1st and 2nd floors of the frontal part do not have windows. The 
1st, 2nd, and 3rd storeys of the rear part have no window due to the fact that they face the 
mountain. The whole Tulou has only one gate.

Both the roofs of the frontal part and the rear part are divided into three sections, featuring 
gable and hip roofs. And the podium buildings on both sides have overhanging gable roofs. The 
1st floor is used for a kitchen and a dining room, the 2nd floor as a grain-storage room, the 3rd 
floor and above as living rooms. The podium buildings on both sides are divided into frontal and 
rear parts by firewalls made of grey-brick walls from the 1st floor through to 3rd floor. There 
is a brick-laid archway connecting the inner corridors, whose brick walls on both sides are 
symmetrical. In fact, these two walls are also the dividing line between the frontal building and 
the rear building. The inner ring corridor on the 1st floor is paved with pebbles while those of the 
upper storeys are paved with thin grey bricks that are fire-resistant. 
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The ancestral hall, which is the most important part of the whole Tulou, is on the central axis 
line of the rear building. The inner yard forms a small patio enclosed by the antechamber of the 
ancestral hall and the cloisters on both sides of the central hall. The cloisters are open to the patio 
in the center and they surround the penthouses externally.

The floors of the ancestral hall and the penthouses are paved with tabia. Each of the 
penthouses on the left and right sides, which are used as bathrooms, is provided with a water 
well. The roof of the penthouse has an opening similar to the well mouth in size so as to collect 
rain water on rainy days.

Full of paintings and carvings, the ancestral hall is of two storeys with a brick-and-wood 
antechamber. It is a pavilion-like building with a double-eave gable and hip roof which joins the 
waist eave of the rear building. Magnificently decorated, the canopy hall on the 2nd floor serves 
as an “honor hall”. Under its overhanging eave is a horizontal tablet inscribed with the words “Best 
Scholar Selected”, honoring the owner of the Tulou Lin Kuiyang for his excellence in imperial 
examinations. A small section of roof protrudes from the waist eave of the 4th story of the rear 
building, and therefore four tiers of overlapping eaves are clearly formed in the frontal part of the 
ancestral hall, which adds to the grandeur of the building. For this reason, people call this Tulou 
a Potala-Palace-like building. 

The elegant and magnificent single-storey central hall is situated in front of the ancestral hall 
and behind the entrance hall, full of paintings and carvings. Its floor is paved with tabia and its 
doorframe is made of stone. 

There are a lot of corridors and side gates inside. Above the archways are tablets about good 
manners and moral values.

The frame of the main gate is laid with grey bricks, with the name of the Tulou inscribed on 
the head. There is also an inscribed couplet on both sides of the gate written by Wu Yifu (born 
in Daxi Town, Yongding County), one of the members of the Imperial Academy in the Qing 
Dynasty, which reads: “prosperity under the Kui star; a new look of the clan”. The gates are 
covered with iron sheet.

 The yard in front of the main gate is enclosed with pebble-stone-laid walls and the gateway 
is also paved with pebblestones. Joining the bounding wall, the outer gate is in the southwest, 45° 
from the central axis of the Tulou, with a gable and hip roof and stone frame, decorated in good 
taste.

Fuyu Lou 

It stands in the northern part of Hongkeng Village, neighboring the Hongchuan stream on the 
east. Facing the east and covering an area of 4000 square meters, this Tulou was built in 1880, 
the 6th year of the reign of Emperor Guangxu of the Qing Dynasty. It is a five-phoenix Tulou 
with three halls and four annexes. From east to west along its central axis line are respectively 
the gateway, inner gate, entrance hall, front patio, central hall (ancestral hall), rear patio and back 
hall. Its frontal facade is 45 meters wide, 37 meters in depth, while the back facade is 41.4 meters 
wide. The two corners of the back wall are recessed by 1.8 meters respectively and the recessed 
part has a depth of 9 meters. There are altogether 166 rooms, 22 halls, 28 staircases, six patios, 
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two side gates, two water wells and six bathrooms in this Tulou building (See 7.a-1 drawings 31 
and 32 as well as 7.a-2 photos 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26). 

The main body of the Tulou consists of the front building, rear building and two podium 
buildings. All these buildings are one storey higher than those of ordinary five-phoenix Tulou 
buildings, which provides better defense functions. The rear building is one step higher than the 
central hall and the latter is two steps higher than the front building. Joining the two podium 
buildings on both sides, both the front and the rear building are of wood-and-earth structure, 
whose exterior wall is plastered with lime. The front building is of two storeys, the rear building 
is of five and a half storeys and the podium buildings are of five storeys. With inner corridors, it 
is of a composite structure combining gable and hip roof, column and tie construction and post 
and lintel construction. The 1st floor of the rear building is used for a kitchen, a dining room and 
a sitting room, the 2nd floor for a grain-storage room, the 3rd floor and above for bedrooms. The 
1st floor of the front building is used for an entrance hall and wing-rooms, the 2nd floor used as 
bedrooms. The 1st floor of the central building is used for the ancestral hall, wing-rooms and a 
passage, and the 2nd and 3rd floors for the Kwan-yin Hall and bedrooms. 

Longitudinally, that is, from west to east, the main body is divided into three parts: the middle 
part, the south part and the north part. Each part of the front building has a gate, the one in the 
middle being the main gate while the ones on the two sides being side gates which are slightly 
smaller than the main one. Made of granite, the frame of the main gate of the front building is 
inscribed with couplets

On both sides of the entrance hall are podium buildings. Behind the entrance hall, there is a 
six-leaf partition board of the same height as the 1st floor, used as both a center door and a screen 
wall. The upper parts of the six hinged leaves are carved with gold-plated patterns. Behind the 
partition board is a rectangular patio paved with tabia. On each side of the partition board is a 
small door open to the corridor on each side of the patio in front of the central hall (ancestral 
hall). The corridors are wider than other corridors of the same kind, where dinner tables can be 
set. In front of each widened part there is a small door leading to the podium building. Two steps 
up the stairs behind the corridor is the hallway of the central hall, on each side of which there is a 
door leading to the podium building.  

Used as the ancestral hall which is one meter higher than all the other rooms in the Tulou, 
the exquisitely decorated brick-wood structured central hall is spacious and full of paintings 
and carvings, with its entrance directly facing the patio in the front. On its back wall hangs a 
horizontal glass tablet. The two wooden pillars in the back of the hall are inscribed with the 
words: “No one is not benevolent in this hundreds-of-years-old family” and “The most important 
thing is education”. On the two pillars of the podium buildings in the front hangs a woodcarving 
couplet presented by Lin Zhen, an important official from the imperial capital, when the owner of 
the Tulou moved to this new place (See 7.a-2 photo 23). 

In the front of the ancestral hall stand two columns on each side. The lower part between each 
two columns is clay sculpture with flower patterns on the front and the words “good fortune” on 
the back, while the upper part is set with a green glazed folding screen with grids. The two sides 
in the back of the hall are recessed backwards. A door is set respectively for the frontal and lateral 
part, which is open to the back hall. The front door is an engraved wooden screen door while the 
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lateral one is a brick-laid archway door. Behind the screen door is the patio, on both sides of 
which are two-storey three-bay wing rooms. A small door is set behind the brick-laid archway. 
The back parts on both sides of the hall are corridors for the wing rooms behind the hall. Behind 
the back wall of the hall is a staircase leading to the 2nd floor, which is also connected with the 
corridors for the wing rooms on both sides behind the hall.

The middle part of the 2nd floor of the central building is the Kwan-yin Hall, whose floor is 
higher than the corridor on the 2nd floor of the wing room behind the hall. A short staircase is 
set in the front part of the corridor on both the left and right sides. You can enter the hall through 
the archway door. The hall is tall and spacious, where a statue of Kwan-yin is placed for worship 
and on both sides of the shrine there is an engraved wooden partition screen. The ridgepole and 
girder are painted red and the center part of the top is decorated with big-sized Eight Trigrams. A 
platform which is 1.2 meters high and one meter wide is set at the entrance of the hall. The edges 
of the platform are protected by a glazed rail with grids. A glazed screen with grids, which is as 
high as the girder, is set on both sides of the hall entrance, along the inner edges of the platform 
and between the columns that are butt-jointed with those in the front of the ancestral hall on the 
1st floor. 

There is respectively a front attic and a back attic on the two sides of the hall, which is 
accessible through the short staircase of the archway on each side of the hall. The front attic 
has a door leading to the platform in front of the hall, while the 2nd floor of the wing rooms 
behind the hall is connected with the wall of the back building. The corridor in front of the back 
building forms a section of enclosed corridor between the walls of the back building and the 
wing rooms. Both ends of the corridor are provided with a door leading to the podium building 
on each side.

The interior part of the whole Tulou is divided into six patios of different sizes by the central 
building, the front and back corridors on both sides and the front and back wing rooms, thus 
diversifying the interior space and making it more comfortable.

The nine-bay rear building is divided into three units, with each unit of three-bay and having 
one staircase. The staircase is set in the middle room whose area is the largest of the three. On 
each storey, toward the front end of the staircase is a hall, while toward the back end of it are 
two small rooms. The 2nd floor above is the same as the 1st floor in terms of structure, with the 
half-storey on the top being an attic. In front of the rear building, there is a water well on both 
the left and right sides. In ancient times, the patriarch lived in the rear building, indicating that 
he was the most important man. 

Two storeys in height, the two brick-and-wood podium buildings standing in symmetry 
are connected with the front and rear buildings. With inner corridors, they are of a composite 
structure combining the column and tie construction and the post and lintel construction. Outside 
each of the two podium buildings, there is an identical row of one-storey brick-and-wood houses 
parallel to the podium building, respectively used as a toilet, piggery, utility room, milling room 
and husking room.

The front hall (building) and the central hall (building) are featured by separated eaves and 
overhanging gable roofs, while the rear building is featured by separated gable and hip roofs. 
The roofs of the front, central and rear halls (buildings) overhang one another to form a “front-
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low, back-high” pattern. Its rooftop gradient is much greater than that of other kinds of Tulou 
buildings, fully showing its supreme dignity. 

The wood floors from the 2nd floor above are all underlaid with thin grey bricks, which 
provide both fire resistance and acoustic insulation in addition to preventing mud and sand from 
falling from the upper floor to the lower floor. The ground floor of the hall, the floor of patio and 
corridors are all paved with tabia, which wears well and is still in good condition today. 

All the wooden structures of the 1st floor along the central axis line are oil painted and the 
exterior walls are whitewashed. All double-leaf doors and staircases are covered with iron sheets 
to serve the purpose of defense.

Before the front building is a rectangular doorway paved with pebbles. A 2.3-meter-high 
brick-laid bounding wall stands adjacent to the stream in front of the doorway, while other 
sections of the bounding wall are laid with pebbles. Standing next to the building are a husking 
room, two milling rooms, four utility rooms and four toilets (See 7.a-2 photo 24). 

The outer gate is on the northeast corner, connected with the bounding wall. The ridge of the 
gate has three sections that overlap one another, the ends of which are raised high, pointing to the 
sky. The eaves are decorated with delicate carvings. There are couplets respectively engraved on 
the stone doorframe and the wooden door leaves. There’s a small gate in the southeast corner, a 
small two-storey-high courtyard of brick-and-wood structure with three bays and one hall in the 
south where a school is placed (See 7.a-2 photos 25 and 26). 

 

Rusheng Lou 
It is situated in the northern part of Hongkeng Village, opposite to Fuyu Lou across the 

stream. It is more commonly known as Misheng Lou because it is like a “Misheng” (a bamboo-
made folk utensil for measuring rice or millet in old times) in shape. It was built as a residence 
of the Lin family during the reign of Emperor Guangxu (1875-1908) of the Qing Dynasty. 
Facing the west, this single-ring earth-wood-structured Tulou is three storeys in height and 
23 meters in diameter with each story having 16 bays in an inner-corridor layout. The 1st 
floor without window is used for a kitchen and a dining room. The 2nd floor is used as a grain 
storage room without windows either, and 3rd floor is used for bedrooms. The whole Tulou is 
provided with only one gate, and the gate, the entrance hall and the back hall (ancestral hall) line 
along the central axis. There is a water well in the patio. Structurally, it is a combination of the 
overhanging gable roof, the column and tie construction and the post and lintel construction (See 
7.a-1 drawings 33 and 34 as well as 7.a-2 photos 27 and 28). 

Zhencheng Lou

It is commonly called Bagua Lou, and situated in the mid-south of Hongkeng Village. The 
building was jointly built by Lin Hongchao and his brothers of the 21st generation of the Lin 
clan of Hongkeng Village in 1912 when the Republic of China was founded. It is known for 
its grandeur and exquisitely versatile internal design. In terms of local architectural styles and 
the colors of the gate, interior wall, ancestral hall and flower wall, its designer boldly adopted 
the principle of unity and diversity, which is very much highlighted in Western architectural 
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aesthetics. Therefore, with very high aesthetic taste, it can be regarded as one of the masterpieces 
of architecture that combine Western and Chinese techniques (See 7.a-1 drawings 35, 36 and 37 
as well as 7.a-2 photos 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33). 

Facing the south and covering an area of 5000 square meters, this Tulou is composed of two 
concentric circles of buildings. The earth-wood-structured outer ring building is four storeys 
in height and 57.2 meters in diameter, with an inner-corridor layout, a two-side sloping roof of 
tiles and a combination of the overhanging gable roof, the column and tie construction and the 
post and lintel construction. The internal layout is made according to the principle of the Eight 
Trigrams from the Chinese classic Book of Changes. The internal space is circularly divided into 
eight equal units by grey-brick firewalls, each of which represents one of the Eight Diagrams, 
that is, the sky, the swamp, the earth, the fire, the wind, the thunder, the mountain and the water. 
Each portion is a unit having six rooms and forming an independent living environment when the 
door is closed. However, when the door is opened, all the units are well communicated with one 
another. On each floor, there are two halls and 44 rooms, and there are altogether 208 rooms in 
the whole Tulou. A yard is formed between each unit of the 1st floor and the inner-ring patio. The 
grey-brick partition wall of each unit is provided with an archway door, which makes the internal 
corridors of different storeys well communicated. The 1st and 2nd floors have no windows, with 
the former used for kitchens and dining rooms and the latter used as grain storage rooms. The 
3rd and 4th floors are for bedrooms. The 1st floor of the inner ring corridor is paved with tabia, 
while those of the upper storeys with thin grey bricks which have fire-resistant and soundproof 
functions. Set under the eaves of the corridor on the 3rd and 4th floors, is an exquisite wooden 
hand rail with the style of the traditional garden.

The outer ring building is equipped with four staircases. A double-leaf door is set on the east 
and west sides respectively. The two side-doors are symmetrically opposite to each other, leading 
to the east and west penthouses outside. The door frames are made of granite with door leaves 
covered with iron sheets. The main gate and the entrance hall are located on the central axis line. 
The main gate also has a granite frame with door leaves covered with iron sheets. Both sides of 
the door frame are engraved with the words: “Establish and obey rules to become a useful person 
of higher moral integrity”. The door head is inscribed with the name of the Tulou building.  

Behind the outer ring building is a spacious hall with a wide entrance. A yard is enclosed 
by it and the back wall of the inner ring building as well as the grey-brick partition walls on 
two sides. There is a patio in front of the hall, the entrance of which has one archway door on 
each side, leading to the internal corridor of the outer ring building. A shrine is placed in the 
hall for worshiping Kwan-yin, on both sides of which is a couplet, reading: “Never idle around 
regardless of being young or old” and “It turned out to be easy to become famous and you should 
be concerned about the family and the nation”.

The inner ring building has two storeys and is of brick-and-wood structure, with a two-side 
sloping roof of tiles and a combining structure of overhanging gable roof, the column and tie 
construction and the post and lintel construction. There are two halls and eight rooms on every 
floor. The inner ring links with the main building, i.e. ancestral hall, to form a courtyard with a 
patio paved by granite. The first floor has no windows. Besides the ancestral hall on the north, 
halls on the east, west and south and the stairway, the rest rooms serve as sitting rooms and 
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banquet rooms with a larger area. The front of the inner ring is a wooden gate in loose-leaf style 
with wooden strips on its upper part for air and light inflow. All the door leaves can be open.

The hall on the South of the inner ring, which is also called middle lobby or middle hall, is 
located on the central axis, covering an area equaling to two houses. It was separated with the 
corridor of inner ring at the rear end by eight wooden through-carved loose-leaf gates which serve 
not only as middle gate but as the screen wall. In ancient time, the middle gate was only opened 
on grand festivals or to welcome important guests. The gate also represents a direct passage from 
outer ring to inner ring. The hall has a front entrance door with stone doorframe facing the front 
gate of the Tulou on the south. The horizontal inscribed board by Li Yuanhong, the president of 
the Republic of China, is decorated on the door lintel, being accompanied with the couplet on 
both sides, i.e. “ Attend to the state affairs; read the saints’ books.” A stone flight of steps is in 
front of threshold. The front patio is flanked by the corridors leading to the outer ring.

The halls in strict symmetry are located on the east and west of the inner ring. They are also 
called “Lu hall”, serving as the main corridor to link the east-west inner ring and outer ring. The 
Chaolu hall and Xinglu hall are located respectively on the east and left of “Lu hall” and face 
the side gates. The couplet on the stony column reads: “Reinforce order and discipline to train 
virtuous talents” and “Identify warning and gnome in dream, return to real world to find reality.” 
The former was written by Li Ruiqing, one of the five outstanding calligraphists at the beginning 
of the Republic of China (the early 20th century).

The front entrance door, side corridors, entrance hall and the patio make up of a courtyard. 
The outer and inner rings are separated by the courtyard. There are two wells called Yin-and-
Yang wells on the east and west sides. The flowerbed in the courtyard seems to blend into the 
surroundings of inner courtyard, representing a landscape garden.

The corridor on the second floor of the inner ring is decorated with cast-iron railing of western 
delicate pattern. The second floor was used for receiving guests in the past. The Kuokou Hall, 
which covers an area equaling to the middle hall downstairs, stands on the front-oriented south. 
However, the floor of Kuokou hall and parts of front-oriented corridors is 0.2 meters higher 
than that of the marginal corridors. The hall severs as the pavilion for the elders and VIPs when 
performances are on the show.

The ancestral hall is particularly eye-catching. It is located in the back side (the north) of the 
inner ring with a 2-storey hall at the center. The roof of the ancestral hall is higher than that of the 
inner ring. There are 4 circular moorstone-made columns in Western style as high as the eaves of 
centric hall in the frontal site. The moorstone-made railings stand at two sides in front of the hall. 
The hall’s opening is linked with stone stairway and the center of the hall by the patio covered 
by tabia. All of this reflects the architectural features of ancient Greece. The front-oriented site of 
the hall is in open style; the back-oriented site is decorated with two brick arches on both sides 
linking with the corridors of the outer ring. Many calligraphic works of celebrities are decorated 
on the back-oriented wall and wall at two sides. In terms of the difference with the ancestral halls 
of other Tulou buildings, it reflects the combined China-West architectural style and not only 
serves as the public place for the clan meeting, weddings, funerals, receiving and banqueting 
guests, friends and the relatives, but also as a performance stage (See 7.a-2 photo 32). 

There are 4 stone columns standing before the ancestral hall, on which the couplet says: 
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Conduct filial piety to revitalize the clan”, “Practice economy to start career”, “Do not be dizzy with 
success, nor discouraged by defeat”. 

The hall possesses outstanding fireproofing function, comprising 8 units separated by brick-
made wall. If one certain unit be on fire, the fire flame would be separated by the fireproofing walls, 
thus protecting the surrounding units from catching fire. The second, third and fourth floors of the 
outer ring and the second floor of the inner ring, including the corridors, are covered by blue bricks. 
Once the building is on fire, the blue bricks will spontaneously fall to put out the fire after the floor 
slabs are burn down. 

The 2-storey side buildings in lune shape as well as the brick and wood framework are 
established on the east and west outside the building. With 6 bays, one side building serves as the 
school while the other as tobacco cutter workshop. Each side building is enclosed by the brick-made 
wall with patio inside, thus involving into an independent courtyard with an arch and linking with 
the side gate of the outer ring. 

The building has for the first time introduced Western architecture into the construction of 
Hakka circular buildings and had certain influence in Yongding County. In 1985, the model of the 
building was selected as one of Chinese architectural models and displayed on the Unite States (L.A.) 
International Architectural Model Exhibition.

Qingcheng Tou

Situated in the southeastern part of Hongkeng villiage, it was built in 1937 (in the era of the 
Republic of China) with Zhencheng Lou to its northwest. As a square Tulou, it faces the southwest, 
covering an area of 1100 square meters. The 3-storey building is 7 bays in width and 6 bays in 
depth. It has 1 well, 1 gate, 4 stairways and a patio at the center, and there are no windows on the 
first and second floors. It has corridors connecting the rooms and there is an ancestral hall in the 
backyard. (See 7. a-2 Photo 34)

2.a-3 Fujian Tulou-3: Gaobei Tulou Cluster
Gaobei Tulou Cluster is located in Gaobei Village of Gaotou Town in southeast Yongding 

County, Fujian Province, 47 kilometers away from Fengcheng County. It houses 71 households 
or 306 people, most of them descendants of the Jiang family. The residents are mainly engaged in 
farming.

The cluster is backed against the Jin Mountain which is 800 meters above the sea level and fully 
covered by the vegetation. It is 30 meters far from the road. The Gaotou stream in Gaotou town 
flows from west to east into Jinfeng stream, one of three largest rivers in Yongding County.

The nominated cluster includes Chengqi Lou, Wuyun Lou, Shize Lou and Qiaofu Lou that 
almost remain intact. Chengqi Lou is located in the core place among Gaobei Tulou Cluster, 
adjoining upon Shize Lou and Wuyun Lou on the east as well as Qiaofu Lou on the west (See 7.a-1 
drawing 38 as well as 7.a-2 photo 35). 

The paths made of blue stone plates are found in the surrounding area of each Tulou of the 
cluster. In addition, there are also paths made of blue stone plates connecting each Tulou building 
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and leading to the main road behind the building. The main road extends to the mountainside 
behind.

In April 1999, this cluster was announced as a historic site under the protection at the county 
level, and has been well protected ever since. Chengqi Lou was announced as a historic site under 
the protection at the state level in May, 2001.

Table 5  The buildings included in the nominated Fujian Tulou-3:Gaobei Tulou Cluster

No. Name Time Type Main Features
1 Wuyun Lou 1567-1572(under the reign of 

Emperor Longqing in the Ming 
Dynasty)

Rectangular Covering an area of 3600 square meters 
without stone wall base; of 4 storeys and 
with corridors 

2 Chengqi Lou        
                       

1628-1644 (under the reign 
of Emperor Chongzhen in the 
Ming Dynasty)

Circular Covering an area of 5376.17 square meters; 
the outer ring: 73 meters in diameter, with 
corridors and of 4 storeys; the inner ring: 
of 2 storeys; the third ring: of 1 storey; the 
fourth ring: a circular ancestral hall.

3 Shize Lou 1931 Rectangular Covering an area of 5100 square meters; of 
four storeys and with corridors.

4 Qiaofu  Lou 1962 Circular Covering an area of 2300 square meters; 
being 45 meters in diameter; of 3 storeys; 
with corridors and well blending Chinese 
and Western style.

Wuyun Lou 

The Tulou is located on the eastern end of this Tulou cluster and was built during the reign of 
Emperor Longqing in Ming Dynasty (1567-1572). Facing the south, this rectangle building covers 
an area of 3,600 square meters without stone-made wall foundation. With four storeys, it is 25.8 
meters in width (equal to 9 bays) and 24.3 meters in depth (equal to 11 bays). The base outer wall 
is 1.3 meters thick and there are 40 bays on each storey. The whole Tulou has one gate and four 
stairways. Outside the gate, a patio is enclosed by the lower wall. The main gate outside faces the 
gate of this building. It has corridors connecting the rooms on each floor with the gable and hip roof 
in the front and back and the overhanging gable roof at both sides.  (See 7.a-2 photo 40)

Along the central axis there are, in turns, outer gate, gateway, door, front hall, courtyard, middle 
hall, courtyard and back hall from the south to the north. The middle hall takes the shape of Chinese 
character 口(Kou) and is of single storey. At its center is the courtyard. A door is opened on both 
the south and the north sides. And a side door is opened on both the east and the west sides. Each of 
the four doors leads to a laneway between brick walls, which separates the inner building into four 
smaller courtyards. There is a well on the east and the west sides, respectively.

This Tulou had three storeys originally. In the 17th century (in the early Qing Dynsty), it was 
bought by Jiang Jicheng, the builder of Chengqi Lou, and enlarged into a four-storey buidling.
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Chengqi Lou 

This Tulou is located in the northwest of Gaobei Village, Gaotou town. According to the records 

dynasty (1628-1644). The second, third and fourth rings were later built. The whole building was 

for the rammed earthen wall refraining from drenching by rain when building its outer ring. 

meter or so towards the center of the circle, forming a roof slightly lower than the railing. Under 

There are two side gates slightly smaller than the frontal one in the west and east of the outer ring.

served as the study for women.

 The single-storey fourth ring is slightly lower than the third ring, covering an area of 33.83 



whole clan.
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meters.

Shize Lou

Qiaofu Lou

eaves is enclosed with wood boards to form a storeroom. The ancestral hall is a combination of 



2. a-4  Fujian Tulou-4: Yanxiang Lou

structure and with the design of corridors, with the overhanging gable roof and in the combined 

through by the small doors of corridors. 

The whole building has four stairways and one front gate. The gate is covered with iron board. 



limes.

The Tulou faces to the west, because there was no other good direction for choice when the ancestor 

earth and the rest is built by stones. A 2-storey entertainment hall and class room on the west and the 

the enclosing wall.

stands intact for the time being.

2. a-5 Fujian Tulou-5: Zhenfu Lou
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hall to form a courtyard.

The outer ring has a front gate on the south and a side gate on the west, both of which are 
covered with stone doorframes and iron board. The name of this building is written on the lintel of 

52)
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cherishes the ancestors and native land.

level. The Tulou stands intact for the time being.

2. a-6 Fujian Tulou-6: Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster

famous historical and cultural villages. 
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Table 6  The buildings included in the nominated 
Fujian Tulou-6：Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster

No. Name Time Type Main Features
1

design and two stairways and one well
2

design and two stairways and one well
3

design and two stairways and one well
4

design and two stairways and one well
5

design and two stairways and one well

Buyun Lou

Zhenchang Lou 

storey has 26 rooms. The whole building has two stairways, one main gate and one well. The wall is 

Ruiyun Lou
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storey has 26 rooms. The whole building has two stairways, one main gate and one well. The wall is 

Hechang Lou

Wenchang Lou

2. a-7 Fujian Tulou-7: Hekeng Tulou Cluster
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county level.

Table 7  The buildings included in the nominated Fujian Tulou-7:Hekeng Tulou Cluster

No. Name Time Type Main Features
1

corridor design and four stairways
2

corridor design and four stairways
3

corridor design and four stairways
4

corridor design, four stairways and one well
5

corridor design and four stairways
6

corridor design and four stairways

corridor design, four stairways and one well
8

corridor design, four stairways and one well

corridor design, two stairways and one well

corridor design, four stairways and one well
11

corridor design, two stairways and one well
12

corridor design, two stairways and one well
13

corridor design and two stairways
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Chaoshui Lou

Yongsheng Lou

Shengqing Lou

sight of houses being surrounded by Tulou, Tulou being enclosed by houses. 

Yongrong Lou   



has 18 rooms on each storey, four stairways and one gate on the right of the wall. It has corridors 

Nanxun Lou

Yangzhao Lou   

Yonggui Lou   

and 41 meters wide. The whole building has 32 rooms on each storey, four stairways and one gate. It 

Yuchang Lou   
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3-storey building is 11.1 meters high and 48 meters in diameter. The whole building has 36 rooms 

Dongsheng Lou 

whole building has 22 rooms on each storey and one gate. It has corridors connecting the rooms on 

Chungui Lou

This circular building was built on the western end of this cluster and on the left of the entrance 

Xiaochun Lou 

building is 11 meters high, 48 meters in outer diameter and 26 meters in inner diameter. The 

Yongqing Lou 

building is 11 meters high, 46 meters in outer diameter and 28 meters in inner diameter. The 

Yuxing Lou 



building is 11 meters high, 34 meters in outer diameter and 18 meters in inner diameter. The 

2.a-8  Fujian Tulou-8: Huaiyuan Lou

households lived there.

The Tulou in the outer ring has four storeys (13.5 meters high), and has a 3-meter-high base made 

the second is granary, and the third and fourth bedrooms. The building is 42m in diameter and has 
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2.a-9  Fujian Tulou-9: Hegui Lou

In the courtyard there are two wells. They are eight meters from each other but of absolutely 
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2. a-10 Fujian Tulou –10: Dadi Tulou Cluster

Table 8  The buildings included in the nominated Fujian Tulou-10：Dadi Tulou Cluster 

No. Name Time Type Main features
1

wells
2

3
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Eryi Lou

inhabiting here. 

by outside intruders. The corridor leads to all units through the door of each ancestral hall. There are 

family live together. 

at two sides.

out of the inner corridor for clothes airing.
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Nanyang Lou
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the hidden corridor is made of wood with doors. In case of emergency, each unit could get rescue 
through the doors.

beneath it. 

Dongyang Lou 

and 45.81 meters wide on each side. The whole building is lower in the front and higher in the rear 

meters and the height is 3.8 meters. The design of the Tulou shifted from defensive function to 
comfort.

south.
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2.b History and Development
According to archaeological records, Fujian’s history can date back to the Paleolithic Era 

200,000 years ago. By the Neolithic Era, there had been considerably advanced agricultural 
civilization in today’s Fujian, which is named “Mountain Tanshi Culture” by the archaeologists. 
In the 25th year of his reign (222 B.C.), Emperor Qinshihuang set up the Minzhong Prefecture in 
Fujian to include the territory into the jurisdiction of the Qin regime. In the fifth year of his reign (202 
B.C.), Emperor Gaozu of the Han Dynasty set up the Minyue Kingdom in Fujian. In the first year 
of Yuanfeng in the reign of Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty (110 B.C.), the Minyue Kingdom was 
annihilated and its territory vacated by moving all its residents to the north.

In a fairly long period of time, the social, economic and cultural developments in Southeast 
China were closely associated with the mass migration of northern people, and Fujian is a more 
obvious case. 

During the Yongjia’s reign of the Western Jin Dynasty (307-312 A.D.), due to the consecutive 
wars year after year and serious drought rarely seen, a large number of people from central China 
began to migrate southward, a large part of whom arrived in Fujian. They brought here advanced 
cultures of the central China and Fujian began to thrive again. In the second year of Zongzhang of 
the Tang Dynasty (669), Emperor Gaozong sent General Chen Zheng and his son Chen Yuanguang 
and their 10,000 troops from central China to Zhangzhou and other places along the coast of 
Fujian. In the late Tang dynasty (the 7th and 8th century), people in central China once again 
moved southward in a big scale in attempt to escape the wars, a large part of migrants came to 
Quanzhou and Fuzhou along the coast of Fujian and Jianzhou in north of Fujian. Those who settled 
in southeast Fujian, such as Zhangzhou and Quangzhou, became the Fulao people speaking Minnan 
(south Fujian) dialect during the course of merging with local people. Some of their descendants 
went even further to overseas countries. In Southeast Asian countries now, there are tens millions of 
overseas Chinese with an origin in south Fujian.

During the later years of the Northern Song dynasty and the following Southern Song dynasty 
in particular (1127-1279), the attack and governance of northern China by Jin ethnic people forced 
many people in central China to move southward. They mostly moved to Tingzhou of southwest 
Fujian via Ganzhou of Jiangxi Province. They brought the language and culture of central China 
and formed the Hakka group speaking the Hakka dialect after a long-term mixing with local culture. 
With the continuous southward and overseas migration, the Hakka group which consists of those 
mainly distributed in Jiangxi province, Fujian province, Guangdong province, Hainan province and 
Taiwan and those tens millions of overseas Chinese worldwide.  

The nominated property is located in southwest Fujian, the mountainous area, where the Hakka 
and the Fulao people mixed. Generally it is rugged in topography, sparsely populated, haunted by 
wild animals and bandits, making it very difficult for the migrants to settle down and cultivate land. 
Overwhelmed by the new living environment and also guided by their own traditional concepts, 
they had to gather together to make a living. Thus within a narrow and limited space, they built a 
large communal house, Tulou, by using the readily available rammed earth. Most of the houses were 
circular, enclosed and multi-storeyed. Continuous innovation was made along with development of 
local economy, society and culture.  
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As shown by the archaeological findings, since the Neolithic Era (6000 years ago), there have 
been communal houses built with rammed earth in China, Central Asia and East Asia. From 11-13th 
centuries on, under a specific historical migration background and a special natural environment, 
Tulou, a unique form of buildings, evolved from the traditional art of earthen houses. Fujian Tulou 
witnessed the whole process of this historical period. 

From the late Warring States period to the early Western Han period, the technology of rammed 
earth for construction became relatively mature in Fujian. Some cultural heritage are built by 
walls of rammed earth, for example the ancient city relic in the Xindian of Fuzhou from the late 
Warring States period to the Han dynasty( the 2nd century B.C.--- the 1st century B.C.) and King 
Yue city relic ( the 1st century B.C.) in the Cheng village of Mount Wuyi. After the Tang and the 
Five Dynasties (the 7-8th century), some rammed earthen fortified buildings with military defensive 
function were built by backing against the mountains. In the Song,Yuan and Ming dynasties (the 
11-14th century), the civilian residential buildings were bestowed with the military defensive 
functions through referring to the rammed earthen fortified buildings because of war flames and 
invasion of pirates in the coastal areas. The houses, equipped by rammed earthen walls with 
blockhouses outside and residential buildings with interior wooden structure inside, came into being 
in a large quantity.

In the Southern Song dynasty (12-13 century) for particular, when the Hakka settled down in 
Ganzhou, Jiangxi province, and Tingzhou, Fujian province and extended eastward and southward 
in Fujian province, there were,inevitably, serious conflicts between them and the indigenous people, 
namely the Fulao. Moreover, the second immigration of the Hakka after entering Fujian is featured 
by clan immigration with family as the unit. To meet the needs of living and survival, they adopted 
the form of castle with high defensive function contributing to the clan living together as well as 
combining with the special local geographical conditions. It is feasible in terms of construction 
cost and obtaining of building materials. The enclosed rammed earthen buildings evolved from the 
rammed earthen castle and fortified buildings are incorporated by the functions of living, defense 
and so on, and erected in the region and carried forward.

Against the backdrop of nationality immigration, Fujian Tulou was created and continued until 
now in the long-term practices.

Fujian Tulou came into being during the period from the 11th to 13th centuries (the Song and 
Yuan dynasties). At the beginning, Most of the Tulou buildings were small. They were either 
rectangular or square, plainly decorated and without the wall foundation built by stones.

From the end of the 14th century to the early 17th century (the Ming dynasty), along with the 
advancement of economy and culture in Fujian, esp. with the frequent harassments of bandits along 
the coast and Southwest mountain area in Fujian, Fujian Tulou architecture which integrated defense 
with residence was widely adopted. In the 16th volume of the Advantages and Disadvantages of 
National Prefectures, Gu Yanwu, a famous scholar in late Ming Dynasty and early Qing Dynasty 
(17th century) quotes the “fortress” entry in Defense Reference of Zhangzhou Prefecture History 
published on Wanli period of Ming Dynasty that, Zhangzhou Tulou was fewer in the past. Tulou is 
only built where defense administration locates and where is densely populated. Since 40th year of 
Jiaqing’s Reign (1561), bandits frequently harass the villagers. More enclosures and Tulou have thus 
been erected by common people, esp. in the coastal area.” From then on, Fujian Tulou had entered 



economy and higher sense of ecological environment, the residents became eager to live in better 

Fujian Tulou-1: Chuxi Tulou Cluster

harmony with the natural environment is still maintained. 
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etc.

facilities.

their original state without any changes. 

Fujian Tulou-2: Hongkeng Tulou Cluster



attention to its decorations. 

and abroad. 



the county level. 

facilities.

disasters.

their original state without any changes.

Fujian Tulou-3: Gaobei Tulou Cluster



building.

administrative regulations. 



their original state without any changes.

Fujian Tulou-4: Yanxiang Lou

abroad.

building.



Fujian Tulou-5: Zhenfu Lou

beside the hill and stream to launch the construction. In order to avoid the mountain torrents, there 

has never been destroyed by natural disasters although it is near waters. 



state without any changes.

Fujian Tulou-6: Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster

environment.



safety system. 

their original state without any changes.

Fujian Tulou-7: Hekeng Tulou Cluster



built in succession. These Tulou buildings were no longer arranged by family branches, but built 

released.

their original state without any changes.

Fujian Tulou-8: Huaiyuan Lou



and meetings of clansmen. 

residents.



original state without any changes.

Fujian Tulou-9: Hegui Lou

land under it, and thought it was a treasure land. If anyone could construct a Tulou building here, he 

foundation.

that the buildings and the houses were surrounded each other alternatively. The building was named 

meant that the family harmony is a blessing.



safety system.

formulated.

state without any changes.

Fujian Tulou Cluster-10: Dadi Tulou Cluster

distinguished clan in the region.



for assistance.
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changes.
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3.a  Criteria under which inscription is proposed: Criteria I, III, IV,V and VI:

I Fujian Tulou in the mountainous areas is a unique residential building complex made 
from rammed earth. It is a creative masterpiece in raw earth architecture. Fujian Tulou 
is mostly built by mountain side in rational layout. It absorbs  the  Fengshui  principles  
in China’s traditional architectural planning, meeting living and defense requirements 

and local building materials such as raw earth, timber, cobblestone etc. The many-storied 
building is itself a well-equipped, cost-effective and extremely solid system. It is both of 
high aesthetic value and marvelous defensive capabilities. Despite its seemingly plain 
appearance, its concept, design, shape (circular in most cases) and exquisite interior 
structure is in an elegant harmony with surrounding mountains and rivers, presenting a 
uniquely charming picture. 

essential to them.
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residential building in mountainous areas and is unique worldwide. Whether in architectonics or in 
anthropology, it represents a unique architectural achievement and a creative masterpiece.  

III Fujian Tulou is an architectural achievement and historical witness under specific 
natural, geographical conditions and significant social changes and turmoil, based on oriental 
kinship-based ethics and the tradition that a clan lived together. The modernized lifestyle and 
process of urbanization is influencing the continuity of traditional lifestyle. A practical way 
needs to be explored to protect and preserve the Tulou Building Cluster now and in the future.

In the same time that Fujian Tulou inherits and renovates traditional raw earth construction 
process, it also inherits the essence of traditional Chinese culture and bears testimony to the tradition 
that all clansmen live together.

The oriental people pay much attention to kinship-based ethics, and the respect for family 
inheritance and connection is well-established. The architectural form and internal layout of Tulou 
well embodies the ethical concept of Confucianism, such as to reverence the ancestors, to stay 
in harmony with other family members, to respect the rituals, and to embrace Confucianism. In 
particular, all the rooms inside the circular and square Tulou are equal in size. They are distributed 
equally to the clansmen who live under the same roof, regardless of their social status or age. The 
center of an enclosure is a courtyard for public activities; usually the ancestral hall is built there 
which can also be used as a study. Fully enclosed to defend against outside invaders, Tulou also 
features open communication inside, demonstrates a strong family awareness and a nearly primitive 
and plain lifestyle.

Nearly every Fujian Tulou building has its own name, and some of the names have been hidden 
in the couplet engraved at the gate. Couplets could also be found on the columns of the ancestral 
hall, study, kitchen, living room, barn and bedroom. Usually meaningful and neatly arranged in 
words, they highlight China’s traditional thinking on loyalty, filial piety, benevolence and virtue, 
and on farming and reading as the essence of life. They fully reflect the owners’ views on aesthetics, 
values, culture and humanism, and help create a unique cultural atmosphere within the Fujian Tulou.

Each Tulou building is a small community and a perfect place with sound defensive capabilities 
where a whole clan can live together and receive education. It is windproof and quakeproof, warm 
in winter while cool in summer. It is also a complete system with living facilities, worship sites, 
meeting rooms and barns. Forage is also available for livestock within the building. People must 
have felt safe to have the whole clan living together. In case of emergence, there were enough 
provisions for them to stay within the building for several months. Fujian Tulou is the product of 
national migrations and integrations in the history of China. It survives the vicissitudes over a long 
time and is still be used today. It bears testimony to the cultural tradition that clansmen preferred to 
live together in China, highlights the traditional Chinese values and other cultural considerations of 
migrants in exploring and adapting themselves to a new environment. 

Fujian Tulou was originally built out of defense purpose, a reflection of hard living in a 
turmoil society. With the development of society, the function changed from a defense-focused to 
pattern-focused and traditional Chinese rituals also found an expression in the design of the Tulou 
buildings. While the defense function mitigated over time, Fujian Tulou became a pure residential 
building. The evolution in its functions reflects the social changes during different historical period. 
At present, the modernized lifestyle and accelerated urbanization has an impact on the continuity of 
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Tulou’s architectural form and traditional residences. A practical way needs to be explored to protect 
and preserve the Tulou Building Cluster now and in the future.

IV The nominated Fujian Tulou is a unique and beautiful example of raw earth 
residential buildings or systems widely distributed in Fujian, Jiangxi and Guangdong 
provinces in China. Fujian Tulou is most widely distributed with the largest quantity and the 
richest variety. Approx. 3,000 Tulou buildings have been strictly confirmed. The property 
presently proposed for inscription includes 10 buildings in Chuxi Tulou Cluster in Yongding 
County, Four buildings in Gaobei Tulou Cluster and Yanxiang Lou, Zhenfu Lou, 5 buildings 
in Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster in Nanjing County, 13 buildings in Hekeng Tulou Cluster and 
Huaiyuan Lou and Hegui Lou, 3 buildings in Dadi Tulou Cluster in Hua’an County. They 
represent all known Tulou types and are of the best construction quality, highest aesthetic 
values, best preservation and management status with their authenticity and integrity least 
compromised. 

Tulou is a perfect combination of raw earth architecture and wood structure architecture, which 
creates a unique architectural landscape. With a solid rammed earth enclosure, a relative complete 
column and tie wood construction is adhered to the rammed earth wall, both of them bearing the 
weight. In this way a many-storied, enclosed large residential building was formed, which indicated 
that the rammed earth construction technology had reached its crest in China. The rammed earth 
wall provides a perfect “shell” for the building with its solidness, stableness and defense function, 
while the wood structure inside the “shell” is more flexible in partitioning the space and in creating 
various types and functions. Viewed externally, the colors of the wall and roof tiles have been 
cleverly integrated with the environment and even become an integral part of the mountain and river 
scenery; viewed internally, the exquisite wood structure creates a flexible and easily partitioned 
living space that is impregnated with humanistic spirits and is suitable for human living.

In terms of architectural style, Tulou is divided into circular, square and mansion style (also 
known as “five phoenix building”) ones, and the circular Tulou is the most commonly seen. 
Therefore the international community once gave a general name to such kind of architecture, the 
Earthen Round Hakka Building. The square Tulou has lots of variance, such as palace style. In 
terms of the architectural structure, Fujian Tulou is mainly classified as two, one with corridors and 
the other with separate units.   

In the history, the type and function of Tulou has certain variance, especially since late 19th 
century when Western architectural art, building technology and material was introduced. While 
retaining its traditional style, Tulou also assimilated the aesthetic beauty of western architecture. 
The integration of Chinese and western architecture is found in certain Tulou buildings, particularly 
evident in the westernized ancestral hall, modernized elements such as balusters and the patterns on 
them. They bear testimony to the cultural exchanges in the development of this unique building.

The nominated property was constructed between 15th and 20th century. They include circular 
Tulou, square Tulou, mansion-style Tulou (“five phoenix building”), Tulou with corridors and Tulou 
with separate units. They represent all known Tulou types and are of the best construction quality, 
highest aesthetic values, best preservation and management status with their authenticity and 
integrity least compromised. 
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V Fujian Tulou has conformed to the oriental philosophy that regards the heaven and 
man as a whole and the so-called Fengshui theory of architectural planning. The indigenous 
construction material has been used, the site selection is either besides the mountain or along 
the river. Looking simple and rough in architectural style, the buildings are wonderfully 
elegant in form, appropriate in size and have complete functions. They present an idyllic 
picture in a charming country setting of mountains and rivers, and embody the harmonious 
and sustainable coexistence of human habitat and nature. Fujian Tulou is a perfect 

geographical setting. It praiseworthily achieves a harmonious unity between residential 
buildings and natural environment, and is an architectural expression with singular 
features and aesthetic values. Though confronted with the modernized process, such kind of 
achievements in architecture and planning still have a charm and value we may not afford to 
overlook today.    

Tulou. In terms of layout, they are either built besides the mountain, along the river or among 

VI The birth of Fujian Tulou is connected with several famous migrations of nationalities 
in the history of China, with the civilization history of Nomad and farming nationalities and 
with the history of Mongolian Empire. Its creators and inheritors are the descendants of the 
Central Plains people who migrated southward due to social upheavals and who integrated 
with local residents in Fujian province. The Confucian tradition has been retained inside 

ideas, lifestyle and way of residence came into being. Tulou provides important evidence to the 
study of anthropology and folkways.
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material culture that could not be regenerated. 

3.b  Outstanding Universal Value

in mountainous regions serving the needs of families or villagers living together. These Tulou 
buildings, in isolation or in clusters, together with other traditional low residences in the localities, 

and are still used today.

outstanding and universal historical and aesthetical value.



of location which is integrated into nature. The abundant ethnic and cultural connotations and 

3.c Comparative analysis

technology, rich cultural content, and a way by which many families live together in one building, 

It can be said that Tulou buildings (rammed earth buildings) and other rammed earth buildings in 

rivers, and the creation of farming culture in mountainous regions are hardly seen in history or other 
regions.

buildings. Geological, hydrological and climate conditions were fully considered when the builders 

recycled, such as the earth, wood and stones rich in local areas. In structure, the building consisted 

clan living together.

also associate Tulou buildings with a small number of similar core buildings on the site of Indian 
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to see that dwellers, usage mode, architectural form and abundant functions of Tulou buildings are 

management conditions.

buildings of similar styles.

living in these buildings.

They include, Fujian Tulou-1: Chuxi Tulou Cluster

Fujian Tulou-2: Hongkeng Tulou Cluster
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(see Picture 27 in 7.a-1 and Photos 15 and 16 in 7.a-2).

Fujian Tulou-3: Gaobei Tulou Cluster

This cluster spreads with Chengqi Lou, a distinctive building, as the core. It possesses the 
most concentric annular constructions (4 rings) and is the largest circular Hakka Tulou among the 
Tulou buildings, fully demonstrating Hakka people’s outstanding contributions to the inheritance, 
innovation and development of the art of traditional Chinese raw earth buildings (see Picture 38 in 
7.a-1 and Photos 35 and 37 in 7.a-2).

Fujian Tulou-4: Yanxiang Lou

 This primitive and elegant building of a peculiar style carries profound cultural connotations, 
and the scenery around it is beautiful. It is witness to Hakka people’s creation of culture (see Picture 
50 in 7.a-1 and Photos 43 and 45 in 7.a-2).

Fujian Tulou-5: Zhenfu Lou

The Tulou is an excellent work combining the traditional Chinese architecture and modern 
Western architecture at the beginning of the 20th century, and is an outstanding representative, 
bringing the art of raw earth residences to a new height (see Photos 48 and 51 in 7.a-2).

Fujian Tulou-6: Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster 

This cluster, composed of five buildings among which four are circular and one square, is in 
harmony with nature, reflecting the outstanding feature of the organic integration of Fujian Tulou 
buildings with the surrounding environment (see Picture 54 in 7.a-1 and Photo 54 in 7.a-2).

Fujian Tulou-7: Hekeng Tulou Cluster

This cluster, composed of 13 square and circular Tulou buildings in a natural village, embodies 
the features of the most concentrated Tulou clusters chosen for nomination, and reflects the unique 
characteristic of the integration of villages formed by Tulou buildings with the natural environment.

Fujian Tulou-8: Huaiyuan Lou

The strong cultural atmosphere fully embodies the importance residents attach to ethic codes, 
highlights traditional Chinese Confucianism, and demonstrates the outstanding quality of Tulou 
culture.

 Fujian Tulou-9: Hegui Lou

This building on the marsh is the highest among the nominated property and has very high 
architectural and research value.

Fujian Tulou-10: Dadi Tulou Cluster

The names of Eryi Lou, Nanyang Lou and Dongyang Lou and the specific years in which 
they were built were inscribed in the horizontal tablets. This practice is particular to Fulao Tulou 
buildings in southern Fujian.

The surface layout, defense system and structure of Eryi Lou are unique and its architectural 
decoration is exquisite and magnificent. Nanyang Lou, blending skillfully the characteristics of 
Tulou buildings with separated units and those with a corridor, typically represents the design of 
Fulao Tulou buildings in southern Fujian (see Pictures 97, 98 and 100 in 7.a-1 and Photos 88 and 92 
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in 7.a-2).

Among the nominated property, Eryi Lou is the only one with numerous and diverse mural 
paintings, colored paintings, sculptures and couplets. These are rarely seen in ancient Chinese 
residences and are of important significance to the research on cultural exchanges between China 
and Western countries (see Photos 91, 92, 93 and 94 in 7.a-2).

3.d  Authenticity and Integrity
    More than 96 percent of Fujian Tulou buildings that integrate with the surrounding 

environment preserve their original states, except a small number of naturally degraded buildings 
and wooden structures damaged a long time ago. The descriptions and historical records of heritage 
show that the integrity and authenticity of the Tulous buildings chosen for application and their 
surrounding traditional environment have been maintained and that they have not been damaged or 
changed by people and natural disasters. The pleasing and everlasting scenery of mountainous areas 
where beautiful residential Tulou buildings are in central parts of villages surrounded by green hills, 
clear waters, green trees and fragrant rice fields has not been altered and is still complete. Local 
traditional culture, the life style of farmers and traditional mode of social relationships with unique 
characteristics of Tulou buildings have been fully preserved and have not been changed. The overall 
style, originality and the spirit of the times are unique in the world.

Since the establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, especially after the 
implementation of Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics 
promulgated in 1982, Regulations of Fujian Province for the Protection of Cultural Heritages 
promulgated in 1987, and Management Measures of Fujian Province for the Protection of “Fujian 
Tulou” and Measures on the Protection and Management of World Cultural Heritage promulgated 
in 2006, the protection and management of Fujian Tulou has been gradually legalized. Although 
social forms keep changing, Tulou buildings’ function of guarding against thieves have gradually 
disappeared and the number of inhabitants in the buildings is becoming smaller and smaller, Fujian 
Tulou buildings are not affected and continue to be used normally. The original facilities, furniture, 
traditional farm tools, documents like pedigrees and other articles for daily use still remain intact 
today.

The nominated property has never been repaired or altered on a large scale since they were 
completed. A few tiles on the roofs have been repaired to prevent leakage and a small number of 
rotten wood structures in affiliated parts have been replaced in accordance with the “minimum 
intervention” principle in the Venice Charter and using traditional techniques and materials for 
Tulou buildings. While carrying out routine maintenance and protection, much attention is given 
to the principle of “leaving cultural heritage unchanged” in Law of the People’s Republic of China 
on the Protection of Cultural Relics and the requirements for authenticity in the Venice Charter 
and the Nara Document on Authenticity. Professional design and construction companies have 
been commissioned to organize experts to implement the intervention projects, using traditional 
techniques only. Since the same materials and modern conservation techniques that proved feasible 
have been used, the quality of restoration projects is fine, ensuring the preservation of Tulou 
buildings and the continuation of authenticity. The deformed wooden beam of Jiqing Lou among 





4. State of conservation and factors affecting 
the property

4.a  State of conservation

Tulou.

has been carried out in the areas of the nominated Tulou buildings. According to the regulations of 

Fujian Tulou -1:Chuxi Tulou Cluster

Fujian Tulou -2:Hongkeng Tulou Cluster



Fujian Tulou -3:Gaobei Tulou Cluster

Fujian Tulou -4:Yanxiang Lou

Fujian Tulou -5:Zhenfu Lou

Fujian Tulou -6:Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster

Fujian Tulou -7:Hekeng Tulou Cluster

Fujian Tulou -8:Huaiyuan Lou

Fujian Tulou -9:Hegui Lou

Fujian Tulou -10:Dadi Tulou Cluster

4.b Factors affecting the property
4.b-1 Development Pressures



4.b-2 Environmental pressures

highlands. There is beautiful natural ecological environment and fresh air without any industry 

to the Tulou buildings.

4.b-3 Natural disasters and risk preparedness



natural disasters.

4.b-4 Visitor/tourism pressures

for Tulou, in which the travel volume and the establishment of the tourism facilities are limited, the 

4.b-5 Number of inhabitants within the property and the buffer zone



Table 9   Number of inhabitants within the property and the buffer zone

Serial Number Name     Property 

Households

Zone

Population

         Buffer

Households   

Zone

Population
253 1686
643 2413

11 61
1 34 158
111 464

64 336
13

1562
Total 2832
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5. Protection and Management of the Property

5.a Ownership
According to the regulations in Land Administration Law of the People’s Republic of China, 

the lands within the area of nominated property are owned by the peasant collectives. The Tulou 
buildings are privately owned by the inhabitants, and the public structures inside Tulou are owned 
by them collectively.

5.b Protective designation
5.b-1 Protective designation

 According to Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics, the 
State Council, People's Government of Fujian Province, People’s Government of Yongding County, 
People's Government of Nanjing County and People's Government of Hua’an County announced 
the nominated property as major historic sites under protection at the national, provincial and county 
level respectively in light of their own historical, scientific and artistic values.

In October 2003, Ministry of Construction of the People's Republic of China and the State 
Administration of Cultural Heritage of the People's Republic of China announced Shangban Village 
of Suyang Township in Nanjing County, where Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster is located, as the famous 
historical and cultural village of China. In May 1999, People’s Government of Fujian Province 
announced Hukeng Township in Yongding County, where Hongkeng Tulou Cluster, Yanxiang Lou 
and Zhenfu Lou are situated, as the famous historical and cultural town at provincial level.
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Table 10   Schedule of Protective Designation of Fujian Tulou 
(historic sites under protection)

No.        Name

Level of 
protection

Announcing 
government 
department

No. of the 
announcement

Time of 
announce

ment

Fujian 
Tulou-1

Chuxi Tulou 
Cluster

Jiqing Lou

Others

State level

County level

The State Council

People’s Government 
of Yongding

G. F.[2006] No. 19 

Y.ZH. Z.[1999] No. 
369

2006.5

1999.4
Kuiju Lou State level The State Council G. F.[2001]No. 25 2001.5

Hongkeng Fuyu Lou State level The State Council G. F.[2001]No. 25 2001.5
Tulou Zhencheng 

Lou
State level The State Council G. F.[2001]No. 25 2001.5

Others County level People’s Government 
of Yongding

Y.ZH. Z. [1999] No. 
369

1999.4

Fujian

Tulou-3

Gaobei 
Tulou 

Chengqi 
Lou

State level The State Council G. F.[2001]No. 25 2001.5

Cluster Others County level People’s Government 
of Yongding

Y.ZH. Z. [1999] No. 
369

1999.4

Fujian

Tulou-4

     Yanxiang Lou Provincial level People’s Government 
of Fujian

M. ZH. [2001]W. No. 
15

2001.1

Fujian

Tulou-5

         Zhenfu Lou County level People’s Government 
of Yongding

Y.ZH. Z. [1998] 
No.156

1998.7

Fujian

Tulou-6

Tianluokeng

Cluster 

Tulou State level The State Council G. F.[2001]No. 25 2001.5

Fujian

Tulou-7

Hekeng                Cluster County level People’s Government 
of Nanjing

J.ZHZ[1998]

No.45

1999.11

Fujian

Tulou-8

    Huaiyuan Lou State level The State Council G. F.[2006]No. 19 2006.5

Fujian

Tulou-9

           Hegui Lou State level The State Council G. F.[2001]No. 25 2001.5

Eryi Lou State level The State Council G. F. [1996] No. 47 1996.11
Fujian

Tulou-10

Dadi Tulou 
Cluster

Nanyang 
Lou

State level The State Council G.F.[2006]

No.19

2006.5

Dongyang 
Lou

County level People’s Government 
of Hua’an

H. ZH. [2000]

No.51

2000.3

Tulou

Cluster
Fujian

Tulou-2



5. b-2 Related laws and regulations on the protection of Fujian Tulou

Table 11   Related Laws, Regulations and Plans on the Protection of Fujian Tulou

Type Name Issuing Institutions Issuing Date

Administrative
rules and 
regulations

Administrative
regulations

for the Administration of the 

administrative
regulations

Constitution of the People’s Republic of China 

Article 22 …

Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics 



Article 3  Immovable cultural heritages, such as sites of ancient culture, ancient tombs, ancient 

level.

handed down from ancestors and other cultural heritage obtained in accordance with laws, which 

that have not yet been verified and announced as such shall be registered and announced by the 

famous cities of historical and cultural value.

historical value or high revolutionary memorial significance shall be verified and announced by 



for the record. 

…

Article 8 …

City Planning Law of the People’s Republic of China 

Environmental Protection Law of the People’s Republic of China 

Regulation for the Implementation of the Law of the People’s Republic of China on the 
Protection of Cultural Relics 



according to the classification, scale, contents, and the historical and current conditions of the 

should be delimited to ensure the authenticity and integrity.  

Measures on the Protection and Management of the World Cultural Heritage 

Article 3 

Article 4 

is located.

Article 5 

rules.

Article 6 



instructing and training volunteers.

Article 8 

date of these measures.

heritage at the county level.

Article 18



Heritage

levels, and in those counties (cities, districts) where there are many cultural heritages. This 

cultural heritages and relevant infrastructure construction into their financial budget, and the 

record.



of the land use right.

Management Measures of Fujian Province for the Protection of Fujian Tulou 

5.c Means of implementing protective measures



5.c-1 To formulate the protective and managing system

Management Measures of Fujian Province for the Protection of Fujian Tulou has been 

or damaged by any units or individuals. 

fighting facilities, enhance the control of fire and electricity use, establish a force of the masses 



law. 

Tulou. 

security of the Tulou buildings.

5.c-2 To establish and improve protective and managing institutions 

was established.

5.c-3  To announced historic sites under protection and delimit protection scope



government.

5.c-4 To make plans for the protection

5.c-5 To maintain and preserve Tulou buildings



5.c-6 To conduct protective research and set up record files for Tulou based on modern 
technology of surveying and mapping

5.c-7 To improve the environment

    5.d Existing plans related to municipality and region in which the proposed 
property is located

Fujian Tulou: Protection Plan of Yongding Hakka Tulou,



Fujian Tulou: Protection Plan of Nanjing Tulou,

Fujian Tulou: Protection Plan of Hua’an Tulou

Tourism Development Plan of Yongding County

building, but also the environmental setting of the ancient Tulou as well as mountains and streams. 
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To build new residence village, move out the increased residents from Tulou and settle them 

Overall Plan for Tourism Development in Nanjing County (2003-2020),

brand of Tulou culture tourism, and famous brand of natural ecology and agricultural scenery for 

tourism resources.

Tourism Development Plan of Hua’an Dadi Tulou Cluster,
government

Environmental Protection Plan of Hua’an Dadi Tulou Cluster

1

2

3

4
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5.e  Property management plan or other management system 
5.e-1 Property management plan

Property management and monitoring units:

Principles of property management:

integrity should be guaranteed.

Property protection and management plan:
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harmony with local ecological environment, shall not be allowed to introduce.

Property monitoring and management:

Property utilization management:

Behavior management of the residents in the nominated areas

facilities, enhance the control of the use of fire and electricity, establish a force of the masses 
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Property safeguarding mechanism:

various channels, namely, governmental investment, social contribution, donation from all circles of 

5.e-2 Other management system 

Decision of Yongding People's Government on Strengthening the Protection of Hakka 
Tulou, 
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rectification. The sanitation a circular Tulou should be rectified irregularly. (8) Target orientated 

Notice on the Protection of Tourism Resources in Hakka Tulou Scenic Spot in Yongding 
County, 

Notice of Nanjing County Government on Strengthening the Management of Tulou 
Property Sites, 
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heritage. They must abide by relevant rules for the management of Tulou to maintain the safety, and 

Regulations of Hua’an People’s Government on Strengthening the Protection of Cultural 
Heritages,

heritage all over the county.

well.



Regulations of Hua'an County on the Protection and Management of Dadi Tulou Cluster,

Article 5

Regulations on the Protection of Hakka Tulou in Yongding,
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good habit of hygiene.

should show warmth and courtesy to visitors.

eliminate factors that may cause danger.

3. To strengthen control of inhabitants from the outside and register them according to relevant 
regulations.

records.



All residents should abide by these regulations consciously and monitor each other.

Regulations on the Protection of Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster,

shift constructions, which, if any, should be demolished by whoever built them.

in the building.

All villagers must abide by these regulations.

Regulations on Eryi Lou,

individuals shall abide by these rules and regulations.



and clear the drainage in time.

submitted to the government and the legal institutions.

Village Regulations on the Protection of Dadi Tulou Cluster,
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buildings, and to install and administer accessory installations. The accumulative amount for this 

5.g Sources of expertise and training in conservation and management 
techniques
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5.h Visitor facilities and statistics

visitors.

through rational arrangement of the routines.

5.h-1 Visitor facilities for Fujian Tulou

Travel routes    26
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5.h-2 Numbers of visitors to Fujian Tulou

Table 12   Numbers of visitors to Fujian Tulou from 2001 to 2005

Year Number of Visitors  (1,000 person-time)

422.1
226.4
514.1

Total

5.i Policies and programmes related to the presentation and promotion of the 
property
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6. Monitoring

6.aKey indicators for measuring state of conservation
6.a-1 Conservation conditions

6.a-2  Structural stability

showing no sign of leaning. The earthen walls, not having been immersed in rainwater, show no 
sign of getting loose.

6. a-4 Environment and landscape
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Table 13  Major monitoring indicators of Fujian Tulou

Monitoring

factor 

Monitoring

measure

Monitoring period Monitoring agency Units that keep the records

conditions
observation

Instrument
measurement

worm-eating

condition
Instrument

measurement
Throughout the year 

by standard

condition
Instrument

measurement
Throughout the year 

by standard

Instrument
measurement

Throughout the year 
by standard environment

Vegetation 
condition and forestry

Tourist amount
statistic

Throughout the year 
by standard tourism

6.b -1 Meteorological and hydrological monitoring

monitoring on weather and hydrological conditions of water systems in the areas of the nominated 

6.b-2  Environmental monitoring



6.b-3 Ecological monitoring

6.b-4 Tourism monitoring

6.b-5 Protective patrolling and monitoring

6.b-6 Monitoring of the Tulou and the surrounding landscapes

monitored by the construction bureau at the county level.

relevant counties.

6.c Results of previous reporting exercises
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Meilin Town and the Countermeasures, 

of the hydrological and geological conditions of the Tulou areas, and of the contamination of the 

and beautifying the Tulou environment by adding more green areas. It also suggests establishing 

6.c-3 Design for the Maintenance of Eryi Lou in Hua'an, Fujian, 



7.Documentation

7.aPhotographs, slides, image inventory and authorization table and other 
audiovisual materials

7.a-1 Drawings
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2. Front elevation of Jiqing Lou

3. Section of Jiqing Lou
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4. Axonometric drawing of Jiqing Lou
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5. Spread elevation of Yuqing Lou

6. Section of Yuqing Lou
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7. Plane view of the second floor of Yuqing Lou
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8. Front elevation of Shengqing Lou

9. Section of Shengqing Lou
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10. Plane view of the first floor of Shengqing Lou
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11. Front elevation of Huaqing Lou

12. Section of Huaqing Lou
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13. Plane view of the first floor of Huaqing Lou
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14. Front elevation of Gengqing Lou

15. Section of Gengqing Lou
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16. Plane view of the first floor of Gengqing Lou
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17. Front elevation of Xiqing Lou

18. Section of Xiqing Lou
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19. Plane view of the first floor of Xiqing Lou
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20. Northern elevation of Fuqing Lou

21. Section of Fuqing Lou
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22. Front elevation of Gongqing Lou

23. Section of Gongqing Lou
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24. Front elevation of Fanqing Lou

25. Section of Fanqing Lou
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26. Plane view of the first floor of Fanqing Lou
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28. Front elevation of Kuiju Lou

29. Side elevation of Kuiju Lou
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30. Section of Kuiju Lou

31. Front elevation of Fuyu Lou
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32. Section of Fuyu Lou

33. Front elevation of Rusheng Lou
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35. Front elevation of Zhencheng Lou

36. Section of Zhencheng Lou
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37. Plane view of the first floor of Zhencheng Lou
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38. General plane view of Gaobei Tulou Cluster
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39. Front elevation of Chengqi Lou

40. Section of Chengqi Lou
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41. Plane view of the first floor of Chengqi Lou
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42. Front elevation of Shize Lou

43. Section of Shize Lou
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44. Plane view of the first floor of Shize Lou
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45. Front elevation of Qiaofu Lou

46. Section of Qiaofu Lou
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47. Plane view of the first floor of Qiaofu Lou
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48. Front elevation of Yanxiang Lou

49. Section of Yanxiang Lou
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50. Axonometric drawing of Yanxiang Lou
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51. Front elevation of Zhenfu Lou

52. Section of Zhenfu Lou
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53. Plane view of the first floor of Zhenfu Lou
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55. Front elevation of Buyun Lou

56. Section of Buyun Lou (1)
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58. Axonometric drawing of Buyun Lou
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59. Elevation of Zhenchang Lou

60. Section of Zhenchang Lou
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61. Front elevation of Ruiyun Lou

62. Elevation of Ruiyun Lou
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64. Plane view of the bottom floor of Ruiyun Lou
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65. Elevation of Hechang Lou

66. Section of Hechang Lou
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68. Axonometric drawing of Wenchang Lou
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70. Front elevation of Chaoshui Lou

71. Section of Chaoshui Lou
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72. Front elevation of Yongsheng Lou

73. Section of Yongsheng Lou
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74. Plane view of the first floor of Yongsheng Lou
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75. Front elevation of Shengqing Lou

76. Section of Shengqing Lou
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77. Plane view of the first floor of Shengqing Lou
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78. Elevation of Yongrong Lou

79. Section of Yongrong Lou
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80. Elevation of Nanxun Lou

81. Section of Nanxun Lou
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82. Front elevation of Yangzhao Lou

83. Section of Yangzhao Lou
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84. Front elevation of Yonggui Lou

85. Section of Yonggui Lou
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86. Front elevation of Yuchang Lou

87. Section of Yuchang Lou
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88. Front elevation of Huaiyuan Lou

89. Section of Huaiyuan Lou
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90. Plane view of the first floor of Huaiyuan Lou
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91. Front elevation of Hegui Lou

92. Side elevation of Hegui Lou
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94. Plane view of the second floor of Hegui Lou
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95. General plane view of Dadi Tulou Cluster
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96. Front elevation of Eryi Lou

97. Section of Eryi Lou
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98. Plane view of the first floor of Eryi Lou
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99. Front elevation of Nanyang Lou

100. Section of Nanyang Lou
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102. Section of Dongyang Lou

101. Front elevation of Dongyang Lou



7.a-2 Photographs
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1. Chuxi Tulou Cluster

2. A close shot of Chuxi Tulou Cluster
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3. Jiqing Lou
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4. Interior of Jiqing Lou

5. Ancestral hall of Jiqing Lou
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6. Yuqing Lou

7. Shengqing Lou (Chuxi Tulou Cluster)
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8. Huaqing Lou

9. Gengqing Lou
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10. Xiqing Lou

11. Fuqing Lou
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12. Gongqing Lou
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13. Fanqing Lou

14. Shanqing Lou
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15. Hongkeng Tulou Cluster

16. A corner of Hongkeng Village
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17. Guangyu Lou

18. Fuxing Lou
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19. Kuiju Lou

20. Interior of Kuiju Lou (1)
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21. Interior of Kuiju Lou (2)

22. Fuyu Lou
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23. Ancestral hall of Fuyu Lou

24. Open Space Between The Enclosing Wall And the Building  of  Fuyu Lou
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25. Gate of Fuyu Lou

26. School of Fuyu Lou
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27. Rusheng Lou
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28. Interior of Rusheng Lou
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29. Zhencheng Lou
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30. Interior of Zhencheng Lou

31. Middle gate of Zhencheng Lou
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32. Inner ring and ancestral hall of Zhencheng Lou

33. Corridor of Zhencheng Lo
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35. Gaobei Tulou Cluster

34. Qingcheng Lou
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36. Chengqi Lou

37. Interior of Chengqi Lou
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38. Middle gate of Chengqi Lou

39. Ancestral hall of Chengqi Lou
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40. Shize Lou,  Wuyun Lou

41. Interior of Shize Lou
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43. Yanxiang Lou

42. Qiaofu Lou
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44. Gate of Yanxiang Lou

45. Interior of Yanxiang Lou
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47. Fire prevention facilities of Yanxiang Lou

46. Ancestral hall of Yanxiang Lou
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48. Zhenfu Lou
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50. Interior of Zhenfu Lou

49. Gate of Zhenfu Lou
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51. Courtyard and ancestral hall of Zhenfu Lou

52. Middle gate of Zhenfu Lou
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54. Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster

53. Corridor of Zhenfu Lou
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55. Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster (view from above)

56. Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster (ground view)
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57. Buyun Lou

58. Zhenchang Lou
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59. Interior of Ruiyun Lou

60. Hechang Lou
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62. Hekeng Tulou Cluster

61. Interior of Wenchang Lou
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64. Yongsheng Lou

63. Chaoshui Lou
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65. Shengqing Lou (Hekeng Tulou Cluster)
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66. Interior of Shengqing Lou (Hekeng Tulou Cluster)
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67. Yongrong Lou

68. Nanxun Lou
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69. Yangzhao Lou

70. Yonggui Lou
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72. Yuchang Lou

71. Interior of Yonggui Lou
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73. Dongsheng Lou

74. Chungui Lou
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75. Xiaochun Lou

76. Yongqing Lou
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78. Huaiyuan Lou

77. Yuxing Lou
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80. Assembly hall of Huaiyuan Lou

79. Inner courtyard of Huaiyuan Lou
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82. Wood sculpture of Huaiyuan Lou

81. Si Shi Room of Huaiyuan Lou
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83. Observatory of Huaiyuan Lou
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85. Interior of Hegui Lou

84. Hegui Lou
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86. Private school of Hegui Lou
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87. Aerial view of Dadi Tulou Cluster
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88. Aerial view of Eryi Lou
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90. Inner courtyard of Eryi Lou

89. Eryi Lou
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91. Ancestral hall of Eryi Lou
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92. Wood sculpture of Eryi Lou

93. Colored paintings of Eryi Lou
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94. Fresco of Eryi Lou
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95. Aerial view of Nangyang Lou and Dongyang Lou
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96. Nanyang Lou

97. Interior of Nanyang Lou
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98. Dongyang Lou
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99. Tulou custom: 3rd of March

100. Tulou custom: Wedding ceremony
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101. Tulou custom: Sacrificial ceremony in hopes of keeping out disasters and diseases

102. Tulou custom: Activities of offering sacrifices to gods or ancestors
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7.a-3 Slides (annexed)
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7.a-4 Video (annexed)

(i) Id. 

No

Format

(slide/

print/

video)

Caption Date of 

Photo

(mo/yr)

Photographer/

Director of the 

video

Copyright owner 

(if different than 

photographer/

director of video)

Contact details of copyright 

owner (Name, address, tel/fax, 

and e-mail) 

Non

exclusive

cession of 

rights
1 1-34,

36-53,

2 35

3 54

4

61-86

5

6
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12-18,

8 11

32-36

11 Video
Tulou

7.b Text concerning property titles and management or existing management 
regulations and other property abstracts
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7.b-1 Constitution of the People’s Republic of China

…

7.b-2 Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics

tightening control over them shall be carried out.



Article 5   All cultural relics remaining underground or in the inland waters or territorial seas 

immovable cultural relics as memorial buildings, ancient architectural structures, stone carvings, 

handed down from ancestors and other cultural relics obtained in accordance with laws, which 

cultural relics. 

cities of historical and cultural value, or famous neighborhoods, villages or towns of historical and 

originally verifies and announces the site after obtaining the agreement of the cultural (heritage) 
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7. b-3  Regulation for the Implementation of the Law of the People’s Republic of China on 
the Protection of Cultural Relics 

the classification, scale, contents, and the historical and current conditions of the surrounding 

delimited to ensure the authenticity and integrity.  

with facilities to defend themselves.



7.b-4  Measures on the Protection and Management of the World Cultural Heritage

the site is located.

rules.



instructing and training volunteers.

date of these measures.

cultural heritage at the county level.



shall be formulated.

tourist service management of the site.

and cultural attributes of the site.



level shall choose different measures under different circumstances to handle the emergency 

emergency.

Heritage

levels, and in those counties (cities, districts) where there are many cultural heritages. This 



cultural heritages and relevant infrastructure construction into their financial budget, and the 

observed in accordance with laws.

moving or tearing down the cultural heritages. 

heritages.

same level in advance. 

that have made their announcement. 



threat to the safety of the cultural heritage are forbidden. 

the contract on the sale and transfer of the land use right. 

7.b-6 Management Measures of Fujian Province for the Protection of Fujian Tulou 



Tulou in accordance with relevant state laws and regulations and in light of the actual situation of 



any units or individuals. 

resources shall be forbidden. 

harmony with local ecological environment, shall not be allowed to introduce. 

intervals.



ensure the safety. 

fighting facilities, enhance the control of the use of fire and electricity, establish a force of the 

according to laws.

Tulou. 

Tulou buildings. 



through various channels, namely, governmental investment, social contribution, donation from 
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cultural heritage, such special stipulations shall prevail. 

Article 33  The Fujian Tulou specified in these Measures refers to --- Yongding Hakka Tulou: 
Chuxi Tulou Cluster, Hongkeng Tulou Cluster, Gaobei Tulou Cluster, Yanxiang Lou, Zhenfu Lou, 
and Yongkang Lou. Nanjing Tulou: Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster, Hekeng Tulou Cluster, Huaiyuan 
Lou, and Hegui Lou. Hua’an Tulou: Dadi Tulou Cluster. 

Article 34  These Measures shall come into effect as of October 1, 2006. 

7.b-7 Fujian Tulou: Protection Plan of Yongding Hakka Tulou

(Prepared by National Center of Historic City Studies of Tongji University and the People’s 
Government of Yongding County, and adopted by the People’s Government of Fujian Province, 
2006) 

Chapter 1  General Provisions

  1-1      We hereby formulate the protection plan to guide the protection and development of 
Yongding Hakka Tulou and the Tulou Cluster, to improve the living conditions of the village and 
township and to make an overall arrangement of every project. The protection plan is formulated on 
the basis of the following documents:

(1) Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (1972)

(2) Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics (2002)

(3) Requirements for Compiling Protection Plan of Key National Historic & Cultural Sites (2005)

(4) Management Measures of Fujian Province for the Protection of Fujian Tulou (2006)

(5) Standard for Conservation Planning for Historical and Cultural Cities (2005)

(6) City Planning Law of the People’s Republic of China (1989)

(7) Regulations of Villages and Townships Construction Management (1993)

(8) Planning Standard for Township and Village (1994)

(9) Materials related to Yongding Hakka Tulou being proposed to the World Cultural Heritage

(10) The Overall Plan for Tourism Development in Yongding County (1997~2010)

1-2 The plan was prepared through field survey to Tulou cluster in Yongding County, the 
detailed survey of Hakka Tulou’s history, the analysis of the features of Tulou cluster space, the 
exploration of the cultural contents of Tulou, and the opinions of local governments and residents 
and experts who participated in the examination of the property. The plan’s targets include Chuxi 
Tulou Cluster in Xiayang Town, Hongkeng Tulou Cluster in Hukeng Town, Gaobei Tulou Cluster 
in Gaotou Village, Yanxiang Lou in Xinnan Village and Zhenfu Lou in Xipian Village of Hukeng 
Town, and Yongkang Lou in Xia Village of Xiayang Town. They are called the “Three clusters and 
three buildings” in short.

1-3 Yongding Tulou and the Tulou cluster show the traditional model of gregarious dwelling and 
the style of construction, possessing rich natural landscapes, historic human landscapes, folk-custom 
culture and profound cultural deposits. Yongding Hakka Tulou and the Tulou cluster stand for the 
harmonious co-existence between man and nature, keeping the traditional building style, particular 
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village pattern, household compact communities and local folk-customs, which provide valuable 
material to the research on the history and culture of Yongding Hakka Tulou, and are precious 
cultural heritages for the mankind.

1-4 The protection, utilization and development of Yongding Hakka Tulou and Tulou cluster 
will have great effect on urban and rural construction, environmental protection, the development 
of historical styles. To keep the continuity of history while developing Tulou cluster, the urban and 
rural developments should insist on the protection conception and promote protection consciousness. 
The protection of Yongding Hakka Tulou should be combined with construction and utilization to 
coordinate the relationship among the facility renewal, tourism development and life improvement.

1-5 The final explanation right of the Plan belongs to the People’s Government of Yongding 
County, Fujian Province.

Chapter 2  Objective & Principles of the Plan

2-1 The objective of the protection plan of Yongding Hakka Tulou is to conserve the excellent 
historical and cultural heritages of the country, explore the cultural contents of Yongding Hakka 
Tulou Cluster, protect the ingenious style which shows the gregarious dwelling in the Ming, Qing 
Dynasties and the Republic of China period, protect the terrain, the landform and the natural 
environment surrounding the Tulou cluster, protect Hakka folk customs, especially the intangible 
cultural heritages such as the traditional stone and wood arts, folk-custom festivals and local 
products, etc.

2-2 To consider conserving the integral style and features of the properties through three levels 
of protection: protective areas, Tulou cluster and individual structures protection. A dynamic 
approach should be attached to the conservation and renovation of the properties, so that they may 
be better preserved and be able to adapt themselves to modern life. In addition to retaining the 
architectural features of Tulou, the population density and the number of other buildings should be 
reduced, while infrastructure and life service facilities should be improved and the environment 
afforested. All this will bolster the sustainable development capacity of Tulou.

2-3 The public should be encouraged to participate in the process of Tulou conservation, 
including maintenance and renovation of their dwellings, improvement and management of the 
environment, formulation of protective measures and regulations. The residents' protection initiative 
should be brought into play so that they will automatically involve in the conservation of historical 
environment.

Chapter 3  Contents & Levels of the Protection

3-1 To designate a protective zone and buffer zone for Tulou or cluster, and formulate 
corresponding protective requirements, controlling requirements and protective measures in the core 
area, including their space patterns and the visual corridors. Each village should come up with its 
own protection and rectification arrangements; to figure out the principles for the maintenance and 
use of the important single Tulou building, and coordinate the relationship between conservation, 
renovation and tourism, economic development and environment improvement.

3-2 To lay emphasis on the protection of Tulou clusters in Chuxi, Hongkeng and Gaobei, and 
Yanxiang Lou in Xinnan Village, Zhenfu Lou in Xipian Village and Yongkang Lou in Xia Village. 
In line with the Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics, the 
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dimension of the buildings.

tourism areas.

environment and cultural environment. The natural environment includes mountain ranges such as 

including various buildings and structures such as the residential houses, various rammed structures, 
ancestral halls, on-the-water structures, etc. The cultural environment refers to the daily life habits 

and so on, which have been lasted for centuries in the local region.
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to the safety of the historic sites are allowed to be established, and according to the levels of the 

levels and is delimited in light of the terrain, landform, etc.

in light of concrete conditions (e.g. the first ridge) such as terrain and landform as well as the 

and regulations. 

strengthened. In terms of colors, yellowish brown and slate gray and other colors of traditional 
civilian residential buildings should be used and further unified. As for the decoration and 

were used in the traditional Tulou buildings. The residential function of these buildings should 
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should be yellowish brown and slate gray. The structures should not stand more than 2-storey high 

conditions, and the dominant colors should be yellowish brown and slate gray, and doors, windows, 

in light of the concrete conditions, such as the mountainous terrain, trend of roads, and the 
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and is delimited in light of the features of the surrounding environment. The area of nominated 

hectares.

controlled. To avoid the damage caused to the construction style by the new constructions and 
facilities, height restriction should be strictly strengthened in visual corridors such as normal visual 

constructions and rivers and roads.

construction or structure which is obstructive to the view or does not match the height and style of 
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blended with traditional style.

structures and the aerial forms of the Tulou, or the endangered houses with no traditional features 

entertainment.
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8-5 The new buildings should agree with the remaining buildings in terms of style, and they 

systems should be dredged, regular and timely overhaul should be undergone to the tile house to 

as ancient ruins after reinforcement.

while the signboards and the advertisements should also be managed rationally. The number of 

buildings.

government and the residents. 



the investment into a sound cycle, and ensure that the country, the collective and the individual gain 

with budget management.

7.b-8 Fujian Tulou: Protection Plan of Nanjing Tulou 
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traditional features of Tulou buildings.



which have been lasted for centuries in the region.

clusters.

Tulou clusters.

covered by different control rules so that the single building and Tulou cluster would meet the 

any building or structure that does not match with the environment style of the historic sites under 



view from dwelling units.

to environment and sights. Any buildings and structures that affect the original style of the cultural 

should be strengthened. In terms of colors, yellowish brown and slate gray and other colors 

were used in the building of the traditional residential Tulou. The functions of these buildings are 

dominant colors should be yellowish brown and slate gray. 



dominant colors should be yellowish brown and slate gray, and doors, windows, wall frames, roofs 

floating on the water, and the riverways should be realigned in time. Greenbelts along the river 

controlled. To avoid the damage caused to the construction style by the newly built constructions 
and facilities, height restriction should be strictly strengthened in visual corridors such as normal 

historical constructions and rivers and roads.

restriction to ensure a good visual corridor, and no construction or structure which is obstructive to 

constructions should be restricted in the visual corridor.



that very much affect the traditional architectural environment and community or the endangered 



hectare.

water logging and rain.



maintaining and renovating the cultural constructions, other historical constructions in the area of 

surrounding environment, the residential Tulou should be fully renovated. The interior infrastructure 



7.b-9 Fujian Tulou: Protection Plan of Hua’an Tulou 



the overall effect of setting.

characteristics of Tulou cluster.

environment and cultural environment.



as well as a center for human flow, which include branches of rivers, trees, Tulou and civilian 

certain number of historical buildings and structures with certain scale and intact traditional scenes. 

registered.

must be strictly observed.



northward, covers an area of 65.21 hectares.



The buildings should be no higher than two-storey.

controlled to ensure the integrity and security of the site. They are another layer of core area outside 

construction activities would not interfere with sites through controlling the height, volume, form, 
material and color.

colors should be mainly slate gray and yellowish brown. The functions of the buildings should be 

cultural heritage. The new buildings should be no more than two-storey high and the height of eaves 

and modern buildings. 



eaves height less than nine meters should be encouraged. All the construction activities in the core 

and rebuilding must be below the original height and conducted under the guidance of the detailed 

new buildings in the environment coordination area should be controlled under three-storey and 

(see the drawing). 

Article 16 Visual corridor control     



single Tulou and traditional residential houses, construction characteristic and current construction 

buildings have become dangerous due to long-term desertedness.

harmonious with the setting of Tulou.

of historical information of the buildings. Those Tulou and traditional buildings that have not been 



gardens or vegetable land.





the houses aside, focusing on secondary storey and the eaves height should be controlled less than 

museums.

management.



7.b-10 Plan of Tourism Development in Yongding County 

……

maintenance and management. The original features of the historic site should not be changed or 

In the cultural villages of Tulou, new buildings that do not match the style of Tulou are not 

are obstructive to the visual effect should be dismantled gradually to maintain the original style of 
Tulou.      

1

2



7.b-11 The Overall Plan for Tourism Development in Nanjing County(2003~2020)

cultural heritages to highlight its cultural values and historical contents and lay a solid foundation 

…

3

4



…

natural ecology resources to build the international brand of Tulou tourism and the famous brand of 

2.1. Analysis of tourism resources

……

…



The establishment and management of the service center need to be further regulated.

further regulated.

7.b-12 Plan on Tourism Development of Dadi Tulou Cluster in Hua’an County



tourism destination.

consideration together. 
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7.b-13 Plan for the Environmental Protection of Dadi Tulou Cluster in Hua’an County

be banned.

energy and are environment friendly should be used.

surrounding environment will be installed and the trash in the dustbins will be regularly removed.
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in harmony with Tulou.

7.b-14 Decision of Yongding People’s Government on Strengthening the Protection of 
Hakka Tulou (1999)

Gaobei Village.

movable cultural heritages to the county museum in case they will be stolen or lost.
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forbidden around Tulou.

of Tulou environment.
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.b-15 Notice of Yongding People's Government on the Protection of Tourism Resources in 
Scenic Places of Hakka Tulou (2000)

altered, storeys increased and style changed, will be dealt with according to relevant regulations. 

the architectures.
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7.b-16 Notice of Nanjing County Government on Strengthening the Management of Tulou 
Cultural Heritage Sites (1998)

so are attached facilities outside the architectures.

wastewater and trash inside Tulou.

are forbidden.

rules.
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7.b-17 Regulations of Hua’an People’s Government on Strengthening the Protection of 
Cultural Heritages (2000)

cultural heritages include rare and ordinary cultural heritage.

heritage as well.



them.

the cultural heritage.
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institution.

social and economic effects.

7.b-18 Regulations of Hua'an County on the Protection and Management of Dadi Tulou 
Cluster 



Article 5

styles of Tulou buildings.

other heritages of historical and artistic values.



7.b-19 Regulations on the Protection of Hakka Tulou in Yongding County

good habit of hygiene.

should show warmth and courtesy to visitors.
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eliminate factors that may cause danger.

3. To strengthen control of inhabitants from the outside and register them according to relevant 
regulations.

records.

All residents should abide by these regulations consciously and monitor each other.

7.b-20 Regulations Concerning the Protection of Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster

shift constructions, which, if any, should be demolished by whoever built them.

in the building.
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All villagers must abide by these regulations.

7.b-21 Regulations on Eryi Lou

shall abide by these rules and regulations.

and clear the drainage in time.

handed over to the government and the law enforcing institutions.
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7.b-22 Village Regulations on the Protection of the Cultural Heritage Dadi Tulou Cluster

7.c Form and date of most recent records or inventory of property
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system of records was obtained.

the way of life of the residents.
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Complementary Information on Nomination 
of Fujian Tulou for Inscription on the World 

Heritage List —Reply to Suggestions and 
Questions of ICOMOS 

We hereby extend our gratitude to ICOMOS for its suggestions on and attention to Fujian Tu-
lou, a property nominated by China in 2008 for World Heritage List :

1.On the boundaries

It was the opinion of ICOMOS Mission expert that it would be beneficial to extend the buffer 
zone for Zhenfu Lou (Yongding) further down the valley. ICOMOS would welcome a response on 
whether consideration has been given to a slightly larger buffer zone for its complex or if one could 
be considered.

2. On the local communities

ICOMOS understands that a decision has been made by county governments to move some of 
the Tulou population in some of the nominated areas from within the core and buffer zones to re-
served land beyond the buffer zone, in order to relax the population pressure within the nominated 
area and to meet the requirements of the visiting public. However at the same time, at some of the 
nominated properties, there appears to be a problem with depopulation and the need to find new and 
viable uses for vacated units.

ICOMOS would welcome further clarification of these two issues. It would be helpful if more 
information could be provided on the reasons for moving people out of the core and buffer zones 
and on the overall policy for sustaining the buildings as living units rather than museums.

3. On Tulou upgrading services

If the Tulou are to continue to be lived in as workable houses, there is clearly a need to upgrade 
them to provide modern services for the residents. How to achieve this transformation without im-
pacting on the authenticity of the buildings would seem to need guidance and advice. ICOMOS un-
derstands that currently there is no overall guidance for residents on how advice of this type of work 
should be carried out. ICOMOS would welcome further information on how advice of this sort 
might be put in place so that the buildings might be upgraded in the most sympathetic way possible. 
Similarly it would be helpful to know if such guidance might also be considered for public facilities 
in order that visitor lavatories, for instance, might be constructed and sited in the least distractive 
and most sympathetic way.

4. On the landscape

Part of the value of Tulou lies in the relationship with clusters of smaller buildings and with 
the surrounding farmed landscape. ICOMOS would welcome further information on the overall 
approach to this landscape and on how an authentic farmed landscape can be sustained as an appro-
priated setting for the Tulou. In particular it would be helpful to understand whether residents are 
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encouraged to beautify the land or maintain it in a traditional way and on whether the authenticity of 
the smaller buildings in the nominated area is respected.

As for all these suggestions and questions, it’s my great honour to make the following respons-
es on behalf of the State Party: 

1. On the extension of the buffer zone:
In January 2008, we revised the conservation plan of Zhenfu Lou, extended the buffer zone for 

Zhenfu Lou (Yongding) further down the valley, that is, to the hilltop of Yuanzhaidong in the east, 
the hilltop of Guozidong in the west, Wangwu in the south, and Batou in the north. The buffer zone 
thus covers an area of 22.7 hectares, instead of the original �2.6 hectares. (Please see Annex Ⅰ: An-
nouncement of Yongding County People’s Government on Adjusting the Boundary of Zhenfu Lou’s 
Buffer Zone)

Map Showing the Area of Nominated Property and Proposed Buffer Zone around Zhenfu Lou
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2. On moving some Tulou population and on protecting local communi-
ties:

We have made continued efforts to protect the original living traditions in the nominated areas, 
and to preserve the original life style of the local communities. As for moving some people out of 
the nominated properties, we apologize for any insufficient clarity that may exist in the nomination 
document, and are glad to make further explanations:

 �) To preserve the integrity and authenticity of the nominated property, and according to the 
Conservation Plan for Fujian Tulou, we dismantled some modern buildings with poor quality and 
unharmonious with the historical setting, such as the simple ones covered with white ceramic tiles, 
and resettled the residents in other residential communities beyond the buffer zone. We have made 
policies on their relocation: a. The local government shall requisition land outside the buffer zone 
and make a relocation plan in a unified way; b. Relocated population are subsidized when purchas-
ing land for new houses, and are compensated if their old houses are dismantled; c. Any newly built 
houses should be in harmony with the surrounding historical and natural landscapes. (As for exam-
ple, please see Annex Ⅱ: Thematic Conference Summary of Yongding County People’s Government, 
17th issue)  

2) Constant population growth is still a fact China has to confront. In history, when the popula-
tion inside Tulou increased to a certain extent, some residents either made a new house in the local 
area, or moved the whole family to a new place for residence. By conforming to this tradition, we 
have taken related measures. In the case that a Tulou building cannot meet the residential require-
ments any more because of population growth, we will move some residents out of the building 
in a planned manner to release population pressure. In the case of vacated units in Tulou, we will 
move in members of the same clan or other residents who still live in the same building, with the 
permission of the owner. (As for example, please see Annex Ⅱ: Thematic Conference Summary of 
Yongding County People’s Government, 17th issue) By doing this, Tulou can be better protected and 
traditional life styles be preserved. The living conditions of Tulou residents can also be improved. 
In the case that Tulou residents are unwilling to live in the building and units become vacated, we 
make preferential policies to encourage them to stay, for example, by offering a favorable electricity 
rate.         

�) As for the current Tulou buildings with a small population, some are owned by overseas 
Chinese (such as Qiaofu Lou and Zhenfu Lou) who live in foreign countries now, and others have 
been built for such a long time (such as Jiqing Lou) that residents inside have moved out succes-
sively and built new houses in the village while the original ones are co-managed by the clan as the 
ancestral home. To avoid natural damage caused by vacancy, Qiaofu Lou and Zhenfu Lou owned by 
overseas Chinese are now protected and managed by the local government with the permission of 
the owners, and are used as temporary sites to show Tulou culture and local traditions. The third unit 
of Nanyang Lou in Hua’an County, where Fujian Tulou Museum is located, is owned by an over-
seas Chinese family whose members either live overseas or in Xiamen, a coastal city in China. The 
owner has never lived in the building, except for occasional visits. On the premise that the interior 
and exterior structure and the original style of Tulou remain unchanged, the owner and the manager 
on his behalf decided to transfer the building to the community museum to show Tulou culture and 
life style. The house-turned-museum does not interfere with the owner’s life; instead, it is out of the 
owner’s free will. It does not change the integrity and authenticity of Tulou, either. 
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     Photo �: Give presents on a wedding ceremony in Chuxi Village

Photo 2: In Hukeng: Sacrificial ceremony in hopes of keeping out disasters and diseases
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Photo �: Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster: Hold a feast

Photo �: Hekeng Tulou Cluster: Harvest rice 
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Photo �: Hekeng Tulou Cluster: Wedding ceremony

Photo 6: A festival celebration in Dadi Village
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Photo 7: Dadi Tulou Cluster: Offer sacrifices to ancestors in Eryi Lou

3. To improve Tulou’s facilities without changing the relationship   
 among  its layout, structure, original material and setting

By following the consultation mechanism involving the committee of experts on the world cul-
tural heritage at national, provincial and county levels and strict approval procedure agreed by the 
SACH (the State Administration of Cultural Heritage) and considering different terrain and environ-
ment, we have adopted guidance and supportive policies, and provided necessary infrastructure to 
improve Tulou residents’ life, in a way of maintaining Tulou’s layout, authenticity and integrity of 
each component, and the relationship between inner and outer setting. These methods and measures 
have been witnessed and approved by ICOMOS’s field evaluation expert, most of which are as fol-
lows: 

1) Drinking water. Measures have been taken to pipe the well water to every house in Tulou; in 
some places, spring water from outside of the protected area has been channeled into Tulou for daily 
use. The ground under which all water pipes were pre-embedded in the simplest way was returned 
to its original state. 
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Photo 8: A well in Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster

Photo 9: A well in the court of Eryi Lou and its water pipe 
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2) To maintain Tulou’s landscape intact and provide its residents with more convenience, we 
have improved the old-style toilets around Tulou by preserving their historical features. To this end, 
we have abided by the following principles: a. The toilet should be low and one-floor; b. Blue bricks 
and tiles should be used for the roof; c. The outer wall should be plastered to match Tulou’s style; d. 
The toilet should be neat, bright and clean inside; e. Third-level septic tanks should be employed to 
keep the environment clean. Under the precondition of maintaining Tulou’s architectural structure 
and the state of its wall and ground, drainpipes in other original public facilities including bathroom 
should be improved so that they can be concealed and kept clean.    

Photo �0: Public toilets in Hongkeng Tulou Cluster
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Photo ��: Public toilets in Hekeng Tulou Cluster

�) Closed-circuit televisions and telephones should be installed to meet residents’ needs for 
modern life style; concealed electrical and gas appliances should be employed while the traditional 
hearth preserved. All modern appliances in the kitchen should be in harmony with Tulou architec-
ture in terms of color and form.   

 Photo �2: Electrical facility in Chuxi Gengqing Lou            Photo 13: Electrical facility in Eryi Lou
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�) Thanks to the favorable climate in Fujian and comfortable temperature in Tulou, such equip-
ments as air-conditioners are unnecessary for the residents. 

4.  About the landscape
In line with the Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Heritage 

and its implementation rules, Regulations of Fujian Province for the Protection of Cultural Heri-
tage, Management Measures of Fujian Province for the Protection of Cultural Heritage of Fujian 
Tulou, and the Conservation Plan of Fujian Tulou, the government and heritage administrative au-
thorities in nominated areas have formulated concrete stipulations and policies on the landscape in 
Tulou protected area, which have been backed and implemented by Tulou residents, hence the sur-
rounding landscape can remain harmonious and natural. The forest coverage and streams should be 
preserved and remain intact, by retaining traditional paddy rice planting, tea gardens and orchards. 
Implementation of new industrial projects and construction of non-traditional architecture are for-
bidden, and the roads should be maintained as what they were.  

The heights, appearances, colors and materials of clusters of smaller buildings in the buffer 
zone shall not be altered according to concerned laws and regulations. Strict rules have been made 
for recently added buildings. A few houses which are urgently needed shall be built under the ap-
proval of cultural heritage administrative authorities at various levels and concerned planning de-
partments. All new constructions should be consistent with traditional clusters of smaller buildings 
and in harmony with the whole Tulou landscape. Such rules are cited as follows:  

The article �� in Management Measures of Fujian Province for the Protection of Cultural Heri-
tage of Fujian Tulou provides that “The land and other resources within the core zone and buffer 
zone of the nominated property of Fujian Tulou shall be put under strict protection and enhanced 
management, and shall not be appropriated or damaged by any units or individuals”; its article 13 
states: “Efforts shall be made to keep the environment from ecological damage and soil erosion 
within the scope of Yichong Mountain area where Fujian Tulou is located. The resources of Fujian 
Tulou shall not be damaged or destroyed”; the Conservation Plan of Fujian Tulou stipulates that: “No 
additional construction projects may be undertaken within core zone of a historical and cultural site. 
Signs and notices should be put up, and records and files should be established, in the light of differ-
ent circumstances, special organs should be established or full-time personnel should be assigned to 
be responsible for the administration of these sites. When establishing new buildings or structures in 
buffer zone, the related parties should ensure that they would not do any damage to the environment 
of officially protected sites, would not set up any establishment that is dangerous to the heritage 
safety, would not construct any building or structure that does not match with the environment style 
of officially protected sites in terms of form, height, size and color…The new buildings in the scope 
of the land for construction in the buffer zone should meet the requirements of the Plan in terms of 
height, form, color and style. As the important background environment of Tulou, other areas which 
are not in the construction land scope in the buffer zone, such as basic farmland, forestland and 
river, should be laid emphasis on its protection and the construction should be strictly controlled ac-
cording to corresponding laws and regulations”.

Most power and telecommunication lines have been improved and pre-embedded. Some high-
voltage wires remaining above-ground due to technical problems will be replaced by underground 
ones when conditions permit.  
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Photo ��: View of Chuxi Village

Photo ��: Ancient Street in Chuxi Village 
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Photo �6: A stream in front of Chuxi Village

Photo �7: Aoyao Stream in front of the Yanxiang Lou Gate 
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Photo �8: A stream in front of the Zhenfu Lou

Photo ��: View of Hongkeng Village
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Photo 2�: Gaobei Tulou Cluster: Chengqi Lou and farmland

Photo 20: Traditional residences in Hongkeng Village
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                 Photo 22: Yanxiang Lou and farmland

Photo 2�: Terrace around Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster
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Photo 2�: Old banyan in Hongkeng Village 

These are our responses to all the questions raised in the letter of ICOMOS.
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Annex Ⅰ

Document of Yongding County People’s Government

Y.Z.Z.〔2008〕No.14

 
Announcement of Yongding County People’s Government on Adjusting the Boundary of 

Zhenfu Lou’s Buffer Zone

Hukeng Town People’s Government, related departments directly under the County Govern-
ment: 

After research, the county government has decided to revise the Zhenfu Lou conservation plan 
for better protection and management of this cultural heritage. The buffer zone has been enlarged 
from �2.6 hectares to 22.7 hectares, extending from the hilltop of Yuanzhaidong in the east to the 
hilltop of Guozidong in the west, from Wangwu in the south to Batou in the north. Departments 
concerned shall perform their duties on management and protection of the expanded area, and dis-
close to the public how their work goes on.       

The map of the extended Zhenfu Lou protected area is attached here. 

                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                      January 2�, 2008
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Annex Ⅱ

Thematic Conference Summary of Yongding County People’s Government 
(17th issue)

Prepared by People’s Government Office of Yongding County

April 24, 2007

Thematic Conference Summary (Abstract)

In the morning of April 2�, the Deputy County Head Zheng Xincai, entrusted by the County 
Head Liao Lituan, presided over the thematic conference in F� conference room of the county gov-
ernment, to discuss issues related to protection and management of the Fujian Tulou. Leaders from 
such departments as the World Heritage Nomination Office, Culture and Sports Bureau, Construc-
tion Bureau, Bureau of Land and Resources of the county and governments of Xiayang, Gaotou and 
Hukeng towns attended the meeting which is summarized as follows: 

�. Omitted

2.  Omitted

�. The urgent need to build new houses for residents in the protected area was discussed and 
researched. Currently, the Fujian Tulou (�-�), though a cultural heritage, is also the main residence 
of local people. As population grows, some Tulou buildings are too crowded to live in. In line with 
the article �6 in Management Measures of Fujian Province for the Protection of Cultural Heritage 
of Fujian Tulou and considering increasing population, building up new houses and moving some 
residents out in a planned way are significant to minimize the heavy population pressure and to fa-
cilitate the preservation of Tulou. 

The conference thus decided as follows: 

a. Evaluated and approved by the public, residents in protected area who have urgent need for 
houses shall be allowed to move out and settle in new ones in a planned way.

b. New modern constructions in protected area which do not match the Tulou style shall be re-
moved according to regulations. 

c.Residents qualified to move out shall be uniformly settled outside the buffer zone. Among 
them, those from Chuxi Tulou Cluster shall be settled in Weizizhai, those from Hongkeng Tulou 
Cluster in Yazidi, and residents from Gaobei Tulou Cluster in Menkouyang. The government shall 
uniformly requisition land and make plans and designs for new villages and invest in their infra-
structures.  

d. Based on the land’s cost price, the government will offer discounts to residents who have to 
move out for the land they need to build new houses. 

e. The government shall make compensation to residents whose original houses are to be re-
moved, by referring to the evaluated prices of the houses. 

f. If residents prefer to allow their relatives in the same Tulou to live in their old rooms after 
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they move out, the government shall offer �0% discount of the cost price for the land they need. 

The contents below are omitted. 
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Signature on behalf of the State Party: 

Shan Jixiang

Director General of State Administration of Cultural Heritage

People’s Republic of China
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